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Abstract
This study examines the feasibility of using headspace of monitoring wells to gain knowledge on
the dissolved gas composition of the monitored aquifers. The study is not general in nature and
applies specifically to the Glenhaven site, QLD where it is projected to dispose of 60,000 tons of
CO2 per year for 3 years into the Precipice Sandstone at a depth of ~1000m. Three types of wells
are planned: deep monitoring well(s) drilled to the target injection interval and several shallow
monitoring wells drilled to the surficial unconfined aquifer and the immediately underlying
confined aquifer. The deep well is to monitor the arrival of the dissolved and free-phase CO2
plumes whereas the purpose of the shallow wells is to detect leaking CO2, either dissolved or,
possibly, free-phase.
A mechanistic study of the deep well behavior shows that the dissolved plume will not be seen in
the headspace because there is no realistic mechanism to bring it up to the water-headspace
interface where it would then equilibrate with the gas phase. As for the free phase arrival, CO2
will bubble up the borehole and fill it up in a matter of days. We suggest that pressure
monitoring of the well water level and of the headspace is a sufficient approach to monitor the
arrival of the plumes in the target injection interval.
The shallow wells have a ~5m-long headspace which will very likely undergo free convection
when the temperature gradients are favorable (winter time). Earlier similar studies have shown
that the headspace is subject to several other processes, including water level fluctuations,
barometric variations, and non-equilibrium exchanges with the water column, that could make
the conversion from headspace gas component concentrations to dissolved gas concentrations
problematic. In this study, we demonstrate that (1) at least two gas probes are needed in the
headspace (in addition to all the other regular environmental probes) and (2) the wells need to be
specifically designed for this purpose. Conditions at the boundaries of the headspace, that is,
interfaces with the water column and with the atmosphere, determine the shape of the vertical
concentration profiles of the various gas components. Knowledge of the vertical profiles through
multiple probes located at different depths theoretically allow for determining the boundary
conditions through inverse modeling / “history match”, provided that all major processes are
included in the modeling. Unknown and non-modeled processes add to the noise that can
become too overwhelming for the inversion to converge to a narrow and useful group of
solutions. One way to minimize the noise is to design the monitoring wells with such an
objective in mind. However these limitations negate the low cost concept of the headspace
monitoring approach, which is not currently mature and would require substantial research
investment and data collection before it could potentially work.
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Executive Summary
The ability to easily detect and/or monitor concentrations of gas such as methane (CH4) and
carbon dioxide (CO2) dissolved in fresh-water aquifers and more generally present in waterbearing formations is an important component of a successful Monitoring and Verification
(M&V) program of any large CO2 storage project. Changes in dissolved gas concentrations in
wells taping groundwater is not automatically indicative of a leakage event but their monitoring
is a necessary part of verification of adequate containment. The overarching goal of the
Headspace Project was to explore the feasibility and reliability of using gas phase component
partial pressure profiles in the headspace of monitoring water wells to estimate dissolved gas
concentrations in the water-filled section of a wellbore and by extension in the aquifer being
tapped by the well. The analysis was done as it relates to the proposed CO2 injection site at
Glenhaven, QLD, Australia. Two types of monitoring wells are considered: (1) deep monitoring
well(s) drilled into the receiving formation at depth >1000m (Precipice Sandstone) to observe
impact of the injection and progress of the CO2 plume development and (2) shallow 10m- and
20m-deep wells screened in the surficial aquifers. The focus of the study is on the deep
monitoring well, which is the most likely to see CO2, with a briefer treatment of the shallow
monitoring wells.
CO2, CH4, N2, and O2 are common dissolved gases in the subsurface and their properties and
general behavior are well known. However, the current methods to measure and sample
dissolved gases from water wells are cumbersome, time-intensive, require qualified personal, and
the most commonly used methods have not been proven to be fully accurate. Gas concentrations
are more readily available and easier to measure by, for example, inserting a few probes in the
well headspace; but, the equivalence between headspace gas concentrations and dissolved gas
concentrations, has not been systematically investigated. Some studies have come close and
showed that they generally evolve in the same direction but their relationship is complicated by
factors such as the size of the well, how open it is to the atmosphere, water level depth, wellbore
and atmosphere pressure and temperature to name a few. Some authors, however, suggested that
headspace monitoring could be a viable approach, if not straightforward, provided that the
complexities of the processes (water level fluctuations, barometric variations, non-equilibrium
with water column) are better understood and that wells are specifically designed for this
monitoring purpose (e.g., tightly sealed).
In the first half of the report, we examined how the CO2 signal in the monitored formation could
be impacted by processes in the wellbore water column, at the water-headspace interface, and in
the headspace itself. In particular, free convection in response to thermal gradients (i.e., unstable
density gradients) can transport dissolved gas orders of magnitude faster than molecular
diffusion. This document devotes some long sections to the understanding of free convection in
the water and gas-filled sections of a borehole. Free convection is commonly observed in water
wells and is very likely to be realized at Glenhaven too. Considering the deep wellbore system
before arrival of any introduced CO2, it is likely that many small sub-meter convection cells exist
in the water column. Free convection might be the only mechanism by which dissolved species
such as CO2 would reach the headspace of the deep monitoring well in a reasonable amount of
time. However, any free convection will likely be shut down quickly as soon as the formation
xi

water becomes denser with the arrival of dissolved CO2 at the perforated interval. As seen at
Cranfield, MS, a bubbling free-phase CO2 is then the most likely scenario in which CO2 is
observed in the headspace of the deep well. It will then undergo a rapid rise in pressure in a
matter of days.
On the other hand, shallow wells are open to the surficial aquifers over a large screened interval
and exposed to crossflow. Consequently, they exhibit a much lower potential for free convection
in the water column depending on the local hydrogeology. The shallow well headspace may also
contain small convection cells but only at its top and in the wintertime when temperature
gradients are favorable. Free convection could add considerable noise to gas concentration
measurements in the shallow wells.
A single probe in the headspace is not sufficient to characterize the headspace gas component
concentrations. The conditions at the boundaries of the headspace, that is, interfaces with the
water column and with the atmosphere, determine the shape of the vertical concentration profiles
of the various gas components. Knowledge of the vertical profiles through multiple probes
located at different depths in the headspace theoretically allows for determining the boundary
conditions through inverse modeling / “history match”, provided that all major processes are
included in the modeling (Appendices A and B). Unknown and non-modeled processes add to
the noise that can become too overwhelming for the inversion to converge to a narrow and useful
group of solutions. We tentatively explore the inversion of synthetic (because of the lack of field
data) gas concentrations collected from probes in various configurations in the headspace to
determine flux or concentration at the water-headspace interface. White noise and step-wise
noise are added to mimic the impact of free convection and other environmental effects. The
inversion of the synthetic data is successful if the noise level is not too large. Proposing a
combined inverse modeling and machine learning approach, we show that, in a gravity-stable
headspace, two or more vertically-distributed probes are able to recover the dissolved
concentration at the headspace bottom boundary under some ideal conditions.
The deep monitoring well is constructed to oil and gas industry standards, tightly sealed, and
able to withstand large wellhead pressures. The likely scenario is a gradual pressure buildup at
the wellhead as wellbore water is replaced by lighter gaseous or supercritical CO2 supplied by
the free-phase plume. On the other hand, the shallow well headspace would likely only
experience varying dissolved CO2 concentration either natural or related to injected CO2 leakage
and should be the ones instrumented with high-frequency sampling gas probes, if any. There are,
however, two major limitations in using headspace as a simple proxy for dissolved
concentrations: (1) conditions under which headspace gas readings can be good estimators of
dissolved gas concentrations are narrow and inescapable noise must be minimized by designing
the wells with headspace monitoring in mind, and (2) the headspace monitoring approach is not
currently mature and would require substantial research investment and data collection before it
could potentially work, negating the short-term low-cost concept.
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1 Introduction, Rationale, and Scope of the Study
1.1 Project Specifics
The Carbon Transport and Storage Company (CTSCo) is currently considering the Glenhaven
site in Queensland, Australia near the small town of Wandoan, or Glenhaven-like sites in the
Surat Basin to dispose by deep-well injection of CO2 generated by nearby coal-fired power
plants. CTSCo (http://ctsco.com.au) is a wholly-owned not-for-profit subsidiary of Glencore
(https://www.glencore.com/), a major energy and other resources producer, and leads the Surat
Basin Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) project at the Glenhaven site. Australian National Low
Emissions Coal Research and Development (ANLEC R&D) funded this study. The Surat project
proposes to source up to 180,000 tonnes of CO2 (and impurities) derived from the Millmerran
Power Station in the south eastern part of Queensland. The stream will be injected at up to
60,000 t/yr for three years into the relatively shallow (~1000m) and high-permeability Precipice
Sandstone. The proposal “Headspace Gas Monitoring to Infer Dissolved Gas Concentrations”
was first submitted on December 5, 2016 in response to tender CTSCo17-10 and awarded
funding by ANLEC R&D under project 7-1116-0292. Start date of the one-year project was
February 21, 2018. The overarching goal of the project was to explore the reliability of using
headspace measurements of water wells to estimate dissolved gas concentrations in aquifers as
stated in the request for tender “the Research Objective (is to) generate a methodology to enable
deployment of the current robust and low cost gas-based sensors to measure the headspace gas
concentration over a water column, to be able to infer water quality at the relevant depth of the
actual aquifer.”
CO2 subsurface injection is generally considered safe because of its long historical use for
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) (e.g., Lake, 1989; Lake et al., 2014). However, elements specific to
carbon storage (CS), such as pressurization of the subsurface and the fact that a potential disposal
site is actually untested until injection starts, call for a robust monitoring program, the so-called
Monitoring and Verification program (M&V). In the context of this study, monitoring wells can
be installed in three types of location from deep to shallow: (1) in the injection interval itself
(i.e., Precipice Sandstone ); (2) in the intermediate zone (above-zone monitoring interval or
AZMI), for example the Hutton Sandstone or another sand package of appropriate characteristics
(Cameron et al., 2016; Kim and Hosseini, 2014; Zahid et al., 2012; Zeidouni and PooladiDarvish, 2012); and (3) in the shallow subsurface in locally used fresh-water aquifers or
potentially in the vadose zone above the shallowest aquifer. Some of the goals of the monitoring
wells (Jenkins et al., 2015; Hovorka et al., 2013) are to follow CO2 migration (location (1)) or
detect leakage of CO2 (location (2) or (3)). Pressure changes and geochemical variations are two
common ways of achieving these goals.
Pressure changes in a borehole can be due to an injection-related pressure pulse or a phase
change. Wells can monitor pressure changes either through downhole transducers, wellhead
gauges or simple water level observations. Pressure (and temperature) measurement devices are
mature, cheap, relatively easy to install, and provide readings at a high frequency; they are basic
components of any monitoring configuration. On the other hand, direct geochemical
measurements require more expertise and are considerably more expensive. Sampling of water,
1

for dissolved gases or other dissolved constituents, directly in the formation of interest (bottom
hole) is often unpractical. For deep wells, it requires a workover rig and specialized wireline
sampling tools or tools requiring operator expertise such as U-tube (e.g., Freifeld et al., 2005) at
prohibitive costs for routine sampling. Sampling of shallower wells, with a reasonable wellbore
volume and sampled at the ground surface, calls for purging of the water residing in the wellbore
and then more, to ensure that the sample taken at the surface is representative of the target
formation (notwithstanding low-flow sampling techniques, which require more expertise).
Sampling of dissolved gas then requires specialized equipment (for example, copper tube
technique) or techniques (Molofsky et al., 2018; Banks et al., 2017; Molofsky et al., 2016) that
can be handled only by highly-trained technicians. Sampling just underneath the water-air
interface in deep wells is an alternative when the water level is close to the surface (hydrostatic
or sub-artesian conditions) but we revert back to problems related to shallow well sampling with
the additional issue of representivity of the top of the water column to its bottom (i.e., formation
water). Such direct sampling of the formation of interest is by design punctuated at intervals
spanning weeks or months, negating the initial goal of detecting leakage or following CO2
migration in a timely manner.
Headspace gas probe

Dissolved gas sampling

Figure 1. Schematics of an actively pumping well system
A potentially cheaper alternative to monitoring the formations/intervals of interest at depth is to
monitor the headspace in the wellbore above the water-air interface (Figure 1). In this study,
“headspace” is understood as the section of the wellbore above the water column and is often
much larger than the wellhead volume. Measurements of headspace gas concentrations are
relatively straightforward, can be done at a high frequency, and can be accessed remotely after
probes are installed in the wellbore. That is, much simpler and more reliable measurements of
headspace gas concentrations could potentially be routinely used as an alternative to previously
described techniques. However, only if it is shown that, under some conditions, headspace gas
2

readings can be good estimators of dissolved gas concentrations. Correspondence between
dissolved and headspace gas concentrations is a function of local environmental and operational
conditions. For example, recent pumping history (rate and volumes) and pressure and
temperature play a role in the observed headspace concentrations, which are likely to vary more
and be noisier than actual dissolved gas concentrations. The specific objective of this project is to
determine whether the monitoring goal is achievable through observation of this proxy for
dissolved gases. The anticipated signal is certainly degraded but, on the positive side, can be
recorded continuously. The challenge is then to determine whether the signal at depth, which is
attenuated and distorted twice, in the water section of the wellbore and in the headspace, can be
recovered satisfactorily thanks to potentially abundant but noisy data. It is important to note that
many monitoring approaches are available to the practitioner and that headspace monitoring is
only one of them and not very mature for the purpose envisioned in this study. Various
monitoring approaches or combination thereof can be used in order to achieve the project’s
objectives but they must be balanced for cost, ease of implementation and use, and reliability.
Given the small CO2 volume projected to be injected, the multiple barriers to leakage throughout
the overburden, and the carefulness of the well construction with wells cemented over their
entire length, the shallow subsurface well locations are not likely to see any leaked CO2 injected
into the storage reservoir (or CH4, see later sections). So far, no large CO2 injection has led to
detected shallow leakage (Cranfield, Otway, SACROC). Rather, the emphasis is on the deep
monitoring well whose purpose is to monitor arrival of the CO2 plume in the storage horizon.

1.2 Approach and scope
There are three basic elements needed to achieve success: (1) thorough exploration and
understanding of the physical and chemical processes at play (conceptual models); (2) codes able
to handle the relevant processes, for example, related to partitioning of gas components in the
water and gas phases in a potentially leaky (non fully closed) system, and (3) the condition that a
sufficient number of wells with accurate measurements of dissolved and headspace gas
concentrations are available to validate the approach.
To better explore the system, we tended to rely on the typical engineering approach of using
dimensionless numbers to characterize the importance of the various processes. For this purpose,
and because of the complexity of the system, i.e., a wellbore connecting the deep subsurface to
the surface, it was thought more prudent to uncouple it into 4 subsystems and 3 interfaces:
- the injection formation (porous medium)
- the bottom hole area connecting the porous medium to the water column in the borehole
- the water column in the wellbore
- the interface between the water column and the headspace
- the headspace in the wellbore
- the wellhead area connecting the headspace to its surroundings (environmental
conditions).
In the course of the study, we explore the subsystems independently rather than develop an allencompassing conceptual model and corresponding numerical code.
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In the context of using numerical codes, commercial codes lack the needed flexibility and may
not include all the desired features so Matlab is used in this study. Matlab has an extensive
library of functions and already build-in processes. The alternative approach to mechanistic
models of using complex non-linear correlation models such as Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) requires a large training set given the many variables involved. The Glenhaven dataset
currently available is not large and complete enough to fully consider this option.
In addition, it quickly became abundantly clear that developing conceptual and numerical models
that could be applied to any well anywhere would be far too complex. Instead we limit the study
to the Glenhaven monitoring well characteristics. In particular, the wells are not pumping wells,
removing a major hurdle in the analysis. However, not pumping, even at a very low rate,
increases the chances that the dissolved (and free-phase for the deep well) CO2 plumes might not
contact the monitoring wells. As the project goes into its active phase and more data are
collected, it is anticipated that the blackbox ANN approach could be tested and used as the
dataset reaches a critical size.
Ideally, the anticipated main outcome of this research project would have been a ready-to-use
piece of software calibrated to Glenhaven environmental conditions and specific well
characteristics that converts headspace gas concentrations to estimated dissolved gas
concentrations. This did not happen for two reasons: (1) analysis of the full wellbore system with
its interfaces suggests that there might be monitoring alternatives with better trade-offs between
cost and reliability to achieve the stated goals and (2) the lack of calibration data in both the
shallow wells and the not-yet-drilled deep well(s) did not allow us to achieve this goal fully.
Rather, we focused on operational issues that could allow the collection of meaningful data to
achieve this goal.
The document comprises the following sections: a quick background on dissolved gases and a
literature review of previous similar work (Section 2), a description of the important mechanisms
and processes involved (Section 3), application of findings to the Glenhaven site (Section 4), an
attempt at inverse modeling / optimization using noisy synthetic data (Section 5), and a
Conclusions section summarizing operational options to improve likelihood of future success.
Section 2 concludes that all gases but CO2 have a limited impact on the system of interest to this
study. Many analog studies that tried to relate headspace and dissolved concentrations focused
on methane. These analog studies concluded that conversion from headspace to dissolved
concentrations is not straightforward, is made complex by the many processes that impact them
(water level fluctuations, barometric variations), and cannot be achieved without significant
efforts such as, for example, ensuring a sealed wellhead.
Section 3 investigates various relevant processes, in particular, free convection due to unstable
density gradients generated by temperature gradients. Free convection is commonly observed in
both the water and gas sections of water wells. Free convection due to the strong temperature
gradients present in the shallow subsurface could add considerable noise to gas concentration
measurements in the shallow monitoring wells. In addition, the measurements are impacted by
water level fluctuations and barometric variations. Free convection might be the only mechanism
by which dissolved species such as CO2 would reach the headspace of the deep monitoring well
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in a reasonable amount of time. However, any free convection will likely be shut down quickly
as soon as the formation water becomes denser with the arrival of dissolved CO2. The section,
using field analogs, also describes how any well monitoring the injection formation is likely to
fill up with supercritical CO2 shortly after the arrival of the free-phase CO2 plume.
Section 4 applies the general findings of Section 3 to the Glenhaven site after a quick description
of the geometric characteristics of the planned monitoring wells and of the available field data.
Although free convection likely exists in the deep monitoring wellbore before CO2 injection,
modeling results suggest that its headspace will only see a rapid rise in pressure when the freephase supercritical CO2 plume reaches the well and invades most of the wellbore. Free
convection is also likely present in the headspace of the shallow monitoring wells in response to
strong seasonal temperature gradients but only in the upper parts of the headspace.
Section 5 tentatively explores the inversion of synthetic gas concentrations collected from probes
in various configurations in the headspace to determine flux or concentration at the waterheadspace interface. White noise and step-wise noise are added to mimic the impact of free
convection and other environmental effects. The inversion of the synthetic data is successful if
the noise level is not too large.
Theoretical treatment of processes in the headspace is described in Appendices A and B.
Appendix A uses an accurate formulation of the behavior of a non-equimolar multi-component
gas phase (such as air components and CO2) in a closed system (headspace) and a source term
(CO2 input). It shows that gas concentrations (i.e., partial pressures) vary through time and space
and that the knowledge of concentration vertical profile through time could be used to infer the
source term, i.e., the conditions at the well water – headspace gas interface. In a second step,
using various numerical tools, Appendix B investigates a simplified system neglecting the nonequimolar aspects and whether an imperfect knowledge of the vertical profiles (noisy data) can
sufficiently constrain the source term at the water-headspace interface.
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2 Background Information and Literature Review
In this section we discuss gas behavior in the context of this study followed by a compilation /
analysis of analogs and field studies trying to relate headspace and dissolved concentrations. We
also present relevant general characteristics of the Surat Basin, in which the Glenhaven site is
located.

2.1 CO2, CH4 and other gas behavior
CO2 is obviously a gas of interest for carbon storage projects and is the most soluble of all the
common gases found in the subsurface. Other gases to consider are N2, O2, Ar, and CH4, to
which water vapor, H2O, can be added. The first three gases are atmospheric components (99.9%
of air on a molar basis) and can also be found in the subsurface where they are mainly introduced
by recharge. N2 can also be introduced thanks to kerogen maturation. O2 is generally quickly
consumed in the subsurface by microorganisms or mineral reactions. Water vapor in the
headspace can displace the other gas components, reach several percent (~4% at 30°C, e.g.,
Chow et al., 1988), and must be accounted for in detailed studies. Although CH4 concentration is
very low in the atmosphere (<2 ppm), it can be generated in large quantities in the shallow
subsurface thanks to microbial processes. It can also accumulate at depth in economic deposits
evolving from organic matter and kerogen maturing through geologic times (thermogenic
methane and other hydrocarbons). Studies at the Glenhaven site have suggested so far that CH4 is
not a major player. Its concentration is low in the injection interval of interest (Welldog, 2016)
and in the shallow subsurface (Siller et al., 2018, with likely typos in their Table 3).
CH4 is of particular theoretical interest to this study for an additional reason: the past decade has
seen an exponential increase in gas production from hydrocarbon source rocks (so-called
unconventional shale plays), particularly in the U.S.. Environmental concerns have risen
accordingly. Dissolved CH4 in shallow aquifers is not uncommon but has been linked to the
development of so-called unconventional resources in several places. Following a paper by
Osborn et al. (2011) and concerns of residents in the State of Pennsylvania, several research
groups, including at the BEG at the University of Texas have taken thousands of water samples
for dissolved gas analysis (Nicot et al., 2018a,b,c). The oil and gas operating companies have
also been very active in collecting water samples for dissolved gas analysis; their sampling count
is likely in the hundreds of thousands of samples, most of them not in the public domain. Given
the high cost and inconvenience of directly sampling dissolved gas, there has been a push to rely
on simpler headspace gas sampling to infer dissolved gas concentrations in a way similar to the
present study (see next section). Sampling of headspace CH4 is a very close analog to this study
despite two major differences between the monitoring wells considered in this study and wells
sampled in the unconventional resources context. They are well depth, typically between 50 and
200m (as opposed to shallower or much deeper in this study) and actively pumping status of the
wells (as opposed to strictly observation wells in this study).
Although both CO2 and CH4 are nontoxic and impacting human health only at high
concentrations by displacing O2 (asphyxiant), they differ by several aspects: (1) CO2 is very
soluble in groundwater whereas CH4 is only sparsely soluble. There are several lookup tables
and equation-of-state formulation to express solubility as a function of temperature, pressure and
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water salinity; (2) CO2 concentration in the air (~400 ppm) and in the soil (a few %) is typically
much higher than CH4’s (~2 ppm atmospheric concentration); and (3) CH4 forms explosive
mixtures with air (between 5% and 15% ppmv CH4, respectively for the lower and upper
explosion limits –LEL and UEL). It is important not to consider CO2 in isolation for two reasons:
(1) all gas-phase components interact with each other and the gas phase must be treated as a
whole; and (2) in a two-phase system, the least soluble gas will be in the gas phase and the most
soluble in the aqueous phase, i.e., in a CH4-rich environment, the leading edge of the free-phase
CO2 plume will be enriched in CH4 whereas the water in front of the plume may or may not be
enriched in dissolved CO2 (Hovorka and Lu, 2019).

2.2 Analogs
Monitoring headspace to collect information about the aqueous phase below the air-water
interface in hope of accessing characteristics of the formation being monitored is not new and
can be traced to as early as 1986. However, the concept has seen a recent renewed interest with
the increased need for dissolved gas concentration measurements. They were already routine
before the advent of hydraulic fracturing CH4 issues and of carbon sequestration CO2 leakage
concerns but these developments highlighted the need for methodologies providing accurate and
reliable readings of dissolved gas concentrations. Dissolved gas concentrations are generally
measured at a given point in time following extraction of a water sample through a wellbore or
averaged over time using diffusion samplers (e.g., see Hirsche and Mayer, 2009 for details).
Measuring gas phase component concentrations is also a very mature field and a variety of
technical approaches are used. Unlike that of dissolved gas, atmospheric or gas phase
measurements can be routinely performed at a very high frequency (minute or less).
In a perfectly closed system at equilibrium, dissolved gas concentrations can be calculated from
gas phase concentrations given the knowledge of all the chemical components and of the
geometric characteristics of the system. However, engineered systems, such as wellbores and
their above-ground components, are not necessarily perfectly closed systems and, in the case of
some water wells, are not closed by design (i.e., venting to avoid CH4 accumulation). Chemical
components of the system cannot necessarily be assumed at equilibrium if the subsurface section
of the well is open to a flowing aquifer or if the above-ground section is open to the atmosphere.
Several groups, as described below, have attempted to relate dissolved and gas phase
concentrations, the correlation is generally, but not always, positive but also noisy; the factors
impacting the system are multiple with complex feedback loops. Note that several studies assert
that isotopic composition of CH4, useful to determine its biogenic or thermogenic origin, is
~identical in the aqueous and gas phases, that is, fractionation at low pressure and within a
narrow range of temperature is negligible. The authors are not aware of similar studies on CO2 in
boreholes.
Measuring headspace concentrations as a tentative proxy for dissolved concentrations is not new.
Kerfoot (1994) compared well headspace and dissolved concentrations of volatile organic
compounds (VOC’s), which were assumed not at equilibrium, to determine the direction of the
mass transfer across the water-gas interface and its kinetics. Perhaps the study the closest to the
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current investigation is the work by Newell et al. (2013), where the authors discussed the
adequacy of headspace sampling to determine dissolved concentrations of VOC’s.
Eltschlager et al. (2001) proposed a method to estimate dissolved concentration from headspace
measurements but provided very limited field data to illustrate and validate the method. More
recently, some researchers have also advocated direct sampling of the well headspace but only
tested the approach in the laboratory (Adamson et al., 2009). They concluded that the approach
would work if the wellhead is perfectly sealed and if both water in the wellbore and gas in the
headspace are perfectly mixed, conditions that are difficult to prove or test in the field.
There are several published studies that sampled only the headspace with no attempt to sample
the water phase (Anderson et al., 2010; Bair et al., 2010). These studies tend to be in response to
accidents or incidents during which CH4 levels led to an explosion. Although they do not provide
the type of calibration data we are seeking, they do illustrate the variability of gas concentrations
in the headspace, both through time and sometimes in a vertical profile of the headspace itself.
Anderson et al. (2010) measured headspace concentrations in hundreds of water wells in North
Dakota using portable FID (flame ionization detector) but with few repeat measurement and no
testing of the groundwater. However, they measured CH4 concentration at two locations in the
headspace: at the top of the wellhead after opening the wellhead cap and close to the water-air
interface by inserting some tubing. The latter is always larger and often by orders of magnitude
suggesting that there is a strong gradient in the headspace, which may actually have been
disturbed by the rather radical measurement method (opening of the cap). Bair et al. (2010) using
methane leak detectors measured % of LEL as a proxy for methane concentrations in 30
domestic water wells at the Bainbridge site in Ohio. They did not relate headspace and dissolved
CH4 concentrations but the measurements emphasize the variability of headspace concentrations
throughout the year, higher in the summertime and lower in the wintertime.
Methods to measure dissolved gas concentrations in the laboratory are actually idealized and
standardized versions of the study topic. They generally involve equilibrating the water with a
confined gas phase that can be created during the sampling itself or afterwards in the laboratory
by adding He to a 50-100-mL vial containing the water to analyze. The EPA method RSK-175,
used by many US analytical laboratories, followed the latter as described in Kampbell and
Vandegrift (1998). Molofsky et al. (2016) describe advantages of the various methods to sample
the water itself, which is always a critical step to obtain accurate dissolved gas measurements.
Other research groups, as described below with field studies in Alberta and Louisiana, promote
sampling of a much larger water volume and analyzing the gas phase in equilibrium with it in the
field. Their results are of more direct value to this research.
Alberta: Most of the recent efforts in trying to relate dissolved and gas phase concentrations
involve studies of methane related to hydraulic fracturing, in particular in the province of Alberta
in Canada and in the Marcellus Shale in the Northeast US. Alberta regulators require
measurements of free-gas concentrations. There, a large sampling campaign concluded that
methane is ubiquitous but mostly of biogenic origin. However, free-gas methane samples are not
obtained from the headspace but exsolved from a groundwater sample through a separator. In
essence, it represents an idealized closed well headspace. There is a major operational difference
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though, as the column is filled with water, air is purged, and a slight underpressure is created to
favor gas exsolution. The authors state that this approach is more accurate that the traditional
inverted bottle sampling approach (e.g., Molofsky et al., 2016) that they used to obtain direct
dissolved gas samples for comparison purposes. However, it seems that, in this particular study,
headspace measurements overestimate low dissolved gas concentrations and underestimate high
dissolved gas concentrations.
Louisiana: Carlson and Horn (2014) sampled water wells in the footprint of the Haynesville
Shale in northwestern Louisiana taking 1000+ samples in 1 L-bottles 75% filled with water and
analyzing for the headspace gas. They also directly sampled dissolved gas from 76 samples.
Although the trend is as expected the correlation is extremely noisy.
The next two studies, in the Marcellus and in the Houston, TX area, are particularly relevant to
this research.
Marcellus: several consulting firms working for the oil and gas industry have been active in
trying to relate dissolved gas and well headspace concentrations. The Marcellus studies are
closest to the objectives of this research, that is, remotely monitor well headspace gas
concentrations (CH4, CO2, O2), gas flow rate, and gas pressure in order to infer dissolved
concentrations. Studies performed by the service company “Groundwater & Environmental
Services, Inc (GES)” on behalf of Chesapeake are not entirely published or fully available but
some results have been presented at various conferences and in a paper by Smith et al. (2016). In
addition to continuous monitoring for 12 months of the well headspace of 11 water wells in
Bradford and Sullivan counties, PA and of the local environmental parameters (temperature,
barometric pressure, humidity, wind, precipitation) as well as pump flow rate, water level,
turbidity and water temperature, GES also sampled the water for dissolved gas analysis
periodically. They mention that well headspace has 2 sensors including one ~2 feet below well
grade. The water wells were chosen to include low (<5 mg/L; wells B, N, R, and T), medium (515 mg/L; wells EH, LH, TB, and V), and high (>15 mg/L; wells DV, G, and MB) dissolved
methane. Smith et al. (2016) also describe the instrumentation of the water wells. Their
conclusions are mostly on the headspace correlations with environmental parameters (limited
comparison with dissolved values):
-

Strong function of the pumping rate: a drop in pressure in the wellbore generates gas
exsolution with larger water level changes translating into larger jump in methane
concentrations. Figure 2 shows that methane decreases linearly consistently after the
concentration surge. Smith et al. (2016) observed that methane exsolution occurred
during pumping only when methane concentrations in groundwater exceeded 6 mg/L
(Figure 3). For dissolved concentrations <6 mg/L, no variation in the headspace was
observed. Smith et al. (2016) propose a slightly more complex mechanism to explain
methane observations such as those in Figure 4. Instead of peaks as in Figure 2, the
methane curve show plateaus. The drop in water level may draw air into the well
headspace and dilute the methane whose concentration then rebound with water level
recovery. Such an observation emphasizes the need to identify relevant details of the well
construction.
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-

-

Strong function of environmental parameters. Figure 5 shows a strong daily cyclicity
(which is obscured or not present in Figure 2) that GES relates to air temperature but that
could be related to daily barometric variations as suggested in Figure 6. Headspace
methane is negatively correlated with barometric pressure with small drops in pressure
translating into large increases in headspace methane concentrations.
Plotting headspace measurements from several sites separated by many miles shows the
strong influence of environmental factors (Figure 7).

Source: GES presentation

Figure 2. Example of headspace methane concentrations in a water well as a function of pumping
rate / volumes (1 day and 7 days) –simple exsolution.

Source: Smith et al. (2016)

Figure 3. Example of headspace methane concentrations in a water well as a function of pumping
rate / volumes –no impact

Source: Smith et al. (2016)

Figure 4. Example of headspace methane concentrations in a water well as a function of pumping
rate / volumes –dilution and exsolution
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Source: GES presentation

Figure 5. Headspace daily methane and air temperature variations

Source: GES presentation

Figure 6. Headspace daily methane and barometric variations

Source: GES presentation

Figure 7. Headspace methane across multiple locations
How water was sampled for dissolved gas analysis is not clear, maybe the inverted water bottle
method was used–Smith et al. (2016), but Figure 8 suggests that the relationship between
headspace and dissolved gas is not simple and even that, in this particular well, headspace and
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dissolved gas concentration seem negatively correlated. Note that dissolved methane
concentration variability responding to processes internal to the aquifer or to the wellbore is
common (Figure 9).

Source: GES presentation

Figure 8. Dissolved vs. headspace methane

Source: GES presentation

Figure 9. Inherent variability of dissolved methane concentration
When concentrations of two gases (CH4 + CO2) are plotted together, they show a similar
behavior (Figure 10).

Source: GES presentation

Figure 10. Methane vs. carbon dioxide well headspace concentrations
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The Marcellus study, despite its limited dataset, underlines the importance of environmental
factors in relating headspace and dissolved concentrations. The research presented in this
document focuses on monitoring wells, which do not routinely undergo water withdrawals but
could be affected by nearby water wells.
VOC study (undetermined location in the Houston, TX area): Adamson et al. (2012) set out to
test the well headspace approach for common VOC contaminants (benzene and others).
Headspace samples were collected at the top of the well head and ~1 ft above the water-gas
interface and compared to analytical results of dissolved VOC’s collected through more
conventional methods. Results show a promising trend but a high variability and a systematic
underestimation of dissolved gas values by sampling headspace. Headspace samples taken near
the wellhead cap and near the water interface are consistent suggesting a well-mixed air column
but not at full equilibrium with the water column (vertical stratification). They also tested a
simple field PID (photoionization detector) vs. a more sophisticated field GC (gas
chromatograph).
VOC study (generic and undetermined location in the Houston, TX area): Newell et al. (2013)
represent the final step of the partial work presented in Adamson et al. (2009, 2012). Using field
and laboratory data, they conclude that a headspace sample is representative of the aquifer
conditions only if both the headspace and the water column are well mixed. This Newell et al.
investigation is the only one referring to the status of free convection as an important element of
the success of the method. They collected data from 26 monitoring wells with total depth in the
5-10m range and with, typically, a few meters of headspace. The monitoring wells were capped
and are described as “equipped with a valve fitting on an impermeable well seal”. The cap and
the sampling system (probes at the wellhead and close to the water interface) was carefully
designed to ensure what was assumed to be a perfect seal.
Overall, few studies exist, most have sparse data, their usefulness to this study is doubtful as
most headspaces are from pumping wells and limited effort was made to have a closed system.
On the contrary, in many instances, efforts were made to keep the system open to avoid CH4
accumulating and becoming an explosion hazard. Nevertheless the following conclusions can be
drawn:
1) Variability of dissolved gas behavior across sites shows that this study must be tailored to the
Surat Basin characteristics and cannot necessarily be generalized.
2) Variability of dissolved gas and headspace concentrations through time must be assessed in
some “pilot” wells.
3) The combined system well water column and well headspace is not necessarily at
equilibrium.
4) Stratification of the water in the casing and of the gas in the headspace could bias the results.
5) An open system complicates the reading of the data and better results can be achieved in a
closed system
6) External factors such as change in barometric pressure and drop in water level could have
large impact on the headspace concentrations.
However, the Newell et al. (2013) study suggests that monitoring wells can be designed and
constructed with a tight cap to avoid direct communication with atmosphere.
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2.3 Relevant Characteristics of the Surat Basin and Glenhaven Site
There is considerable literature discussing the Surat Basin (e.g., Hoffmann et al., 2009; Haese et
al., 2013, 2016) because of its importance in holding mineral and hydrocarbon resources and of it
being part of the Great Artesian Basin aquifer system. The Glenhaven site is located to the
eastern edge of the basin dipping by ~1° to the northeast.

Note: from Haese et al. (2013), itself reproduced from Farquhar et al. (2013)

Figure 11. Generalized stratigraphic section for the prospective Jurassic-age reservoir-seal pairs
in the Surat Basin
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The Precipice Sandstone of Early Jurassic age (Figure 11) holds the target CO2 injection interval
at a depth of 1000-1200 m and consists of amalgamated fluvial sandstones with good
permeability and high porosity. Its mineralogy is dominated by quartz with little else (Haese et
al., 2013; Spycher et al., 2018). The confining unit is the overlying Evergreen Formation, itself
overlain by the Hutton Sandstone, also of good porosity and permeability (but lower than that of
the Precipice Sandstone) and of fluvial origin. The shallow surface 5-10m thick alluvium
deposits overlay the Late Jurassic Springbok Sandstone (Siller et al, 2018).
The Precipice Sandstone contains relatively fresh water with a total dissolved solids (TDS) in the
500-4000 mg/L range. A vertical Raman log of the water column was taken in the Wandoan
Third Town Bore, a well recently drilled to the Precipice Sandstone for the Town of Wandoan. It
shows methane concentration increasing with depth from~10 to ~75 mg/L with similarly
relatively high values also existing in the very shallow subsurface (Figure 12) (WellDog, 2016).
At bottom hole pressure, temperature, and salinity conditions, the saturated amount of CH4 is in
the order of 1000 ppm; the Precipice Sandstone water is far from being saturated in CH4.

“WellDog CTSCo WW3 Data Export_jp.xlsx”

Figure 12. Dissolved CH4 in the water column of the Wandoan Third Town Bore (March 16,
2016).
Assuming an average temperature of 20°C at the top of the water column, if a small volume of
water were slowly brought up from the Precipice Sandstone to the surface CH4 would start
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outgassing (bubbling) at a depth of ~30-35m or slightly deeper, depending on the amount of
other dissolved gases. The same well log suite also tried to measure CO2 but was only able to
state that CO2<73ppm. The shallow monitoring wells tap an unconfined (monitoring well
GW10) and a confined (GW20) surficial aquifer whose water is fresh and brackish, respectively.
GW20 well also seems to be underpressured.
Surface climate conditions can be estimated/interpolated from the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology (http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/averages/maps.shtml). There is no large contrast
in temperature. The average annual temperature is 20°C. The overall mean temperature in the
warmest month (February) is ~26°C whereas the mean temperature of the coldest month (July) is
~13°C. The monthly average of the daily maximum in February is ~32°C whereas the monthly
average of the daily minimum in February is ~5°C. The number of days with a freeze is <10 but
>5. Rainfall is limited at ~750 mm/yr.
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3 Description of processes
In this Section 3 we take a look at the various processes and external conditions impacting the
headspace system. We first put CO2 in the context of dissolved gases in the subsurface, then look
at the boundary conditions of the headspace system. This sussection is then followed by a long
subsection investigating the impact of free convection on CO2 transport both in the water column
and in the headspace. Such a thorough investigation of free convection is needed because it
might be the only way for the dissolved CO2 plume in the injection interval to be tracked from
the headspace (deep monitoring well case) and it could impact greatly the concentration vertical
profile of the gas phase components in the headspace of the shallow monitoring wells. We
conclude Section 3 by probing other relevant processes such as shallow subsurface temperature
variations, wellbore water level fluctuations, dissolved and free-phase CO2 plume behaviors, and
conditions under which bubble flow arises.

3.1 Gas solubility and phase partitioning
The phase transfer from a dissolved state to a gaseous phase is a function of all the volatile
dissolved components of the system. Common dissolved gases have various origins. They can be
acquired from equilibrium with the atmosphere, whose gases (O2, N2, Ar) concentrations can
subsequently be boosted through dissolution of entrapped bubbles thanks to pressure increase as
recharging water migrates down the aquifer. Dissolved gases can also be created in situ through
biological reactions (CO2, CH4, N2, H2S). CO2, CH4, N2, and H2S can also have a deep abiotic
origin.
Gas solubilities decrease with increasing temperature and increasing salinity and increase with
increasing pressure. The amount of gas dissolved in a typical fresh water, which exists over a
relatively narrow range of temperature for a given location, is most sensitive to pressure.
Solubility can be assumed to follow an empirical linear law, i.e., a doubling of pressure translates
into concentration twice as high, the so-called Henry’s Law. In a system where the gas phase
pressure is atmospheric, the maximum dissolved concentration at the air-water interface at
equilibrium is that given by environmental conditions. At ~1 atm, ~20°C, and ~no dissolved salt,
approximate maximum dissolved amounts are ~24 and ~1800 mg/L for CH4 (Duan et al., 1992;
Duan and Mao, 2006) and for CO2 (Duan and Sun, 2003), respectively (1 atm pure phase). Other
common relevant gases in groundwater ranked by increasing solubility are: N2, O2, Ar, CH4,
CO2, and H2S. The CO2 system is more complex than the methane system because CO2 is
hydrolyzed in water into H2CO3 and its ionic species, that is, species present in solution are
CO2(aq), H2CO3, HCO3-, and CO32-, typically CO2(aq), in much smaller amounts that H2CO3, is
included with it in the virtual H2CO3* species (e.g., Appelo and Postma, 2005).
In shallow aquifers, the maximum amount of dissolved gas increases linearly with the pressure
(doubling of pressure translates into doubling of maximum dissolved amount). However,
operationally, typical field scenarios would rather include a decrease in pressure, for example, a
drop in the water table or piezometric surface or a drop in the water column in the wellbore, all
due to pumping. Decrease in pressure translates into a decrease in the maximum amount of
dissolved gas allowed and bubbles are then generated. Because they are buoyant, bubbles
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migrate up and either dissolve back higher in the water column, accumulate below a capillary
harrier, or exsolve at the air-water interface.
It is important to note that bubble formation responds to total dissolved pressure, that is, the sum
of the partial pressures exerted by the dissolved gases (e.g., Roy and Ryan, 2010). For example a
starting water saturated with atmospheric gases N2 and O2 would exsolve gas at ~6 mg/L
methane (= ~28 mg/L × [1 - 80%]) at the air-water interface assuming O2 has been consumed to
CO2. At a depth of ~10 m (i.e., ~2 atm), N2 would only represents 40% of the allowed total
pressure and methane could reach ~56 mg/L × 60% = ~34 mg/L or higher before gases start
forming bubbles. Formation of bubbles in a wellbore would occur at a slightly lower pressure
than in a porous medium because there is no capillary forces to overcome (<1 atm for sands).
The proportion of gas in the gas phase would be different from their proportion in the dissolved
state, the less soluble gas will preferentially transfer into the gas phase. Note that water held in
deep water well borehole originates from the deep formation and shares its dissolved gas
characteristics except very close to the headspace interface from where atmospheric gases can
diffuse into the water column. Precipice Sandstone water is low in CH4 and CO2 (Section 2.3),
very unlikely to contain O2, and likely arbors N2 and Ar around values equilibrated with
atmospheric levels. Dissolved N2 is typically sourced from recharge to which may be added
some N2 resulting from the use of NO3- as an electron acceptor (denitrification) and N2 resulting
from kerogen maturation, both processes unlikely to occur or have occurred to a great extent at
the site. It follows that both Ar and N2 are extremely undersaturated at depth, by a factor of ~100
for N2 (Sun et al., 2001). In other words, the Precipice Sandstone is poor in dissolved gas in its
natural state and they can be neglected in our analysis.

3.2 System boundaries
The overall system of interest is comprised of 4 subsystems and their 3 interfaces: the
atmosphere, the headspace, the water column, and the monitored formation. The system takes the
geometric shape of a cylindrical wellbore closed on the sides with top and bottom boundaries,
which can be represented as open or closed. The top boundary of the headspace system, of
undefined dimensions but potentially communicating with the atmosphere can be assumed
closed in a simpler ideal system. Oil and gas industry practices (deep monitoring well) and
Newell et al. (2013) case study (shallow monitoring wells) suggest that close boundaries is a
realistic assumption. It can also be represented as open if the cap is not perfectly sealed, which is
likely the case when no particular attention is given to well design in the context of headspace
monitoring. If the boundary is open, gas flow exchanges can occur into and/or out of the
headspace, or possibly alternating through time between these two options. The interface within
the well is the boundary between the headspace and the fluid column. It can change location with
time with water level fluctuations. The bottom boundary of the headspace system cannot be
closed, the air-water interface always exists. There are two potential types of open boundary
condition at the interface: (1) constant concentration, in which CH4 and CO2, dissolved gases
present in the water column at an initial time, maintain their concentrations at the interface
independently of their flux to or from the headspace (Dirichlet boundary condition); and (2)
constant flux, in which the amount of gas released into the headspace per unit time stays constant
(Neumann boundary condition). An example of the latter case would correspond to a bubbling
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well with a constant flux of gas coming to the interface (high flux). A bubbling well controls the
CO2 flux independently of the conditions in the headspace and the flux is likely to stay steady.
On the other hand, a diffusive flux is expected to be smaller and is controlled by concentration
gradients, which, in turn, suggests that a transient period is needed for the flux to reach steady
state. The constant concentration case would correspond to a non-bubbling well but with
sustained flux in the water column to maintain a constant concentration at the water-air interface.
The atmosphere system interacts with the headspace system through the headspace system top
boundary conditions, pressure and material exchanges, (or not if tightly sealed) but also with the
water column system through barometric variations. The water column system makes the
connection between the headspace and the monitored formation systems. Similarly to the
headspace system, the water column system has two boundary conditions: at its top (the waterair interface discussed above) and at its bottom where it communicates with the monitored
formation. The monitored formation can be thought of as having four states that would be
(ideally and chronologically for the Precipice Sandstone): natural state, presence of dissolved
CO2 at various concentrations, front of the CO2 plume with free phase CO2 and CH4, and main
body of the plume with ~100% CO2. Formations monitored by the shallow wells can also display
these four states. A major difference between the Precipice Sandstone and shallow monitoring
wells is the length of the water column and, as examined later, the strength of the geothermal
gradient.

3.3 Free convection in wellbores
3.3.1 Free convection background
In this section we investigate how well mixed or stratified the water column and headspace are
likely to be. Unstable density contrasts can lead to convective mixing. Systems with vertical
density contrasts can undergo convective mixing when the system Rayleigh number (Ra) is
above a critical threshold. Ra is the dimensionless ratio of the driving forces (buoyancy) to the
resistive forces (viscous and diffusive forces). Typical examples in porous media include a
formation heated from below (e.g., magmatic intrusion or deep nuclear waste disposal site) or a
formation with higher TDS on top (e.g., underneath a CO2 plume) (e.g., Green and Ennis-King,
2018; Ennis-King and Patterson, 2007). In the classical free water Rayleigh-Bénard system of
infinite lateral extent with a heat source at the bottom and a heat sink at the top of the system, Ra
is given by: 𝑅𝑎 =

∆𝜌𝑔𝐿3
𝐷𝜇

where  is water density, g is gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2), D is

the thermal diffusivity of water (0.15×10-6 m2/s at 40°C), and  is the water viscosity (6.6×10-4
Pa.s at 40°C). L is the characteristic length of the system, typically its height. The critical
Rayleigh number Rac above which convection is possible (but not necessarily likely to quickly
develop) is Rac=(27/4)4=657, a result known for more than a century. In a porous media, the
ability of the water to flow (permeability k) matters and one expression of the Rayleigh number
is 𝑅𝑎 =

∆𝜌𝑔𝐿𝑘
𝐷𝜇𝜑

(e.g., Lindeberg and Wessel-Berg, 1997; Riaz et al., 2006; Szulczewski et al.,

2013) where  is the porosity with Rac=42=39.5 (e.g., Lindeberg and Wessel-Berg, 1997; Peters
et al., 2015). In a system with free water but bounded laterally in a high aspect ratio L/r cylinder
where r is the cylinder radius 𝑅𝑎 =

∆𝜌𝑔𝑟 4
𝐷𝜇𝐿

(e.g., Guthmann et al., 1989). Another formulation that
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removes the need to use a characteristic length L involves the critical temperature gradient 𝐴𝑐𝑟 =
∆𝑇
𝐿

𝜇𝐷

with ∆𝜌 = 𝜌𝛽∆𝑇 where  is the thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid: 𝐴𝑐𝑟 = 𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑟 𝑔𝜌𝛽𝑟 4.

Several authors have proposed Rac=68 for an infinite (~very high) aspect ratio with adiabatic (no
heat transfer) walls (e.g., Guthmann et al., 1989; Taylor, 1954). When heat transfer is allowed
along the wellbore, and in typical saturated zone conditions, several authors (Berthold and
Börner, 2008; Eppelbaum and Kutasov, 2011) suggested that the critical Rayleigh number is
slightly higher at Rac=150. Gershuni and Zhukhovitskii (1976), cited by several authors
(Solodov et al., 2002; Berthold and Börner, 2008; Berthold and Resagk, 2012), proposed the
96
following expression: 𝑅𝑎𝑐 = 5(1+7𝜆) (3(33 + 103𝜆) − (3(2567 + 14794𝜆 + 26927𝜆2 ))1/2 )

where  is the thermal conductivity ratio (conductivity of fluid / conductivity of surroundings).
The expression tends to 68 when the ratio tends to infinity (adiabatic system). It cannot be higher
than Rac=215 in perfectly conductive surroundings, for example, with steel casing (ratio 
tending to 0). Eppelbaum and Kutasov (2011) proposed a different expression yielding similar
results.
The presence of a highly conductive casing begs the question of the temperature distortions it
may cause. Modeling by Eppelbaum and Kutasov (2011) suggests that the effect is small
(<0.01°C/m) and smaller than the critical gradient needed to initiate convection but could be
more important near casing extremities (say within 1m), that is, the wellheads in this study.
A relatively recent focus on convective mixing in water wells came into play because of the
development of low flow sampling techniques in which pump flow rate may be smaller than the
convection rate. Combined with a longer term interest in geothermal issues and academic studies
of heat fluxes, these studies led to a relatively rich body of literature on free convection in
wellbores.
3.3.2 Convection onset and velocities
Additional questions emerge even if convection is theoretically possible: are there any stabilizing
mechanism (see below); what is the elapsed time between start of conditions favorable to
convection to actual onset of convection; how vigorous is the convection, i.e., what is the
average velocity in the convective cells; is there only one long convective cell and, if not, how
many stacked convective cells can be present? In other words, how thorough the mixing is and
over which borehole length. An order of magnitude of the onset of convection can be estimated
by determining the characteristic time tc needed for the fluid to equilibrate with its surroundings:
𝑡𝑐 = 𝑑2 /𝐷 (e.g., Cermak et al., 2008) where d is the diameter and D the thermal diffusivity of
the fluid. In typical cases, tc is in the order of a day or less (for example, 0.4 days with d=0.073m
and D=0.15×10-6 m2/s –water– and 4 min with d=0.073m and D=22×10-6 m2/s –air).
Order of magnitude of the convective flux, V×A, where V is velocity and A area, can be derived
from the definition of the Rayleigh number, which is a form of Peclet number, i.e., the ratio of
timescale of thermal transport through diffusion over that through convective flow, 𝑅𝑎 =
𝐿2 /𝐷𝐴
𝐿/𝑉𝐴

𝐿

𝐷

= 𝑉 𝐷. Demezhko et al. (2017) proposed a semi-empirical formula: 𝑉 = 2.33 𝑟 √𝑅𝑎 − 152,

where 152 is Rac of the system they analyzed (square cross-section). D is the thermal diffusivity
of the fluid and r is the radius of the wellbore. We modified and generalized the equation to the
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𝐷

form: 𝑉 = 2.33 𝑟 √𝑅𝑎 − 𝑅𝑎𝑐 , which yields a velocity of 0 at and below Rac and 0.8 cm/min when

Rac = 215, critical Rac value typically used when a conductive casing or tubing is present. Field
and laboratory experiments suggest that convective velocity is in the order of several cm/min.
In addition, Ra>Rac is a necessary but not sufficient condition to initiate convection as there are
dispersive processes stabilizing the system such as, in this research, CO2 diffusion that would
tend to attenuate density contrasts. Whether convection would occur depends also on the
roughness of the casing, lateral heat transfer, etc. Tubing/casing constrictions can enhance the
vertical stacking of convective cells. It is also possible that only a limited section of the borehole
would undergo convection, particularly the top section of the headspace where (seasonal)
temperature gradients are the largest. Several authors estimated convective cell size by
examining temperature vertical profile irregularities in boreholes. Vroblesky et al. (2006) noted
that wells with shallow water levels were more prone to convective mixing than wells with a
deeper water level. They interpreted their observations by noting that shallow water is more
susceptible to be impacted by seasonal low temperatures. Gretener (1967) investigated waterfilled oil wells and concluded that they are typically unstable and potential for convection is
always present. Solodov et al. (2002) observed thermal free convection in 40m-deep water wells
following observations of unexpected salinity profiles and suggested meter-scale convective
cells. At relatively low Ra numbers, Gretener (1967), examining large diameter water wells,
tentatively observed that individual convective cells are short, just a few times the diameter of
the well. Diment (1967) proposed a similar conclusion studying a 1000-ft deep water well
isolated from its surroundings. In a review, Eppelbaum and Kutasov (2011) and Cermak et al.
(2008) also suggested meter-scale convective cells at low Ra numbers.
A few field studies, although not designed to specifically answer questions raised in this study,
provide useful corroborating elements. Vroblesky et al. (2007) investigated dissolved O2
concentration in a fit-for-purpose very shallow well (to a depth of 3.66m with water level at
1.03m; diameter of ~5cm) tapping an anaerobic aquifer. That is, dissolved O2 not initially
present in the water column could be transported from the air-water interface where it is in
equilibrium with the atmosphere to the bottom of the well. Under thermally stable conditions,
dissolved O2 was not detected at depth but it was detected in thermally unstable conditions
(during wintertime; the researchers also added ice to the water column to create free-convection
conditions). Dissolved O2 was detected in a sensor 92 cm below the water level ~12 min after
adding ice, translating into a convective velocity of 7.7 cm/min (Vroblesky et al., 2007, their Fig.
𝐷
6). Applying the modified formula derived by Demezhko et al. (2017) 𝑉 = 2.33 𝑟 √𝑅𝑎 − 215
𝐷

yields a velocity of 8.4 cm/min whereas the formula 𝑉 = 𝑅𝑎 .could overestimate convective
𝐿

velocities depending on the chosen characteristic length (L as convective cell length yields a
velocity of ~20cm/s). Bonte et al. (2017) in a similar O2 study but in a deeper well (>12 m,
diameter of 3.5cm) and with a combination of field measurements and modeling surmised that
velocities varied from 0 to 0.009m/s with a visual average of 0.004m/s (24 cm/min) (their Fig.
7).
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3.3.3 Convection in headspace
The focus on water so far does not alter the generality of the dimensionless Ra number approach.
Air could be more susceptible to convective mixing because the thermal contrasts due to
temperature changes are larger than those of water. In particular, the relatively low winter-time
temperatures generate large density contrasts in the then potentially convection-prone headspace.
In contrast, higher summer-time temperatures may stabilize the headspace, which would then be
below the convection threshold. Similar observations could be made with daily temperature
variations. However, convection threshold is not controlled by density contrasts only but by a
driving ratio (∆𝜌/𝑧)/(𝐷𝜇). A calculation using average values relevant to the Glenhaven site
shows that the driving ratio is 4 times higher in the water column than in the headspace
suggesting that convection is less likely to operate in the headspace than in the water column.
This conclusion is not unexpected. Diment (1967), despite some operational caveats, observed
temperature oscillations compatible with small convective cells in a 340-m deep water-filled well
but none when the well was dry and air-filled. In both cases, the temperature profiles were
similar as enough time was given for the system to equilibrate. Similar conclusions were reached
by Eppelbaum and Kutasov (2011) who, modeling an actual deep well, demonstrated that the airfilled version of the well will not undergo convection until a depth >1000m whereas a waterfilled well always will.
3.3.4 Double-diffusive systems and stabilizing factors
When introducing CO2 at the bottom of the convective cell, assuming that it does not affect the
thermal properties of the system, the increase in salinity/TDS and thus density due to the solute
has a strong stabilizing influence that can more than balance the destabilizing effect of the
thermal density gradient. Such a system is said to be double diffusive. Behavior of double
diffusive systems has been investigated by several researchers because of its relatively common
occurrence: cold fresh water on top and brine at the well bottom (unstable temperature gradient
and a stabilizing solute gradient). Berthold (2010) and Love et al. (2007) defined a thermal
Rayleigh number RaT as given above (𝑅𝑎 𝑇 =
𝑅𝑎𝑆 = −

𝛽𝑔𝜌∆𝐶𝑟 4
𝐷𝑠 𝜇𝐿

∆𝜌𝑔𝑟 4
𝐷𝑇 𝜇𝐿

) and a solute Rayleigh number RaS given by

with solute contraction coefficient β, solute concentration gradient ΔC/L, and

solute diffusivity Ds. The negative sign underscores the opposite direction of the temperature and
solute gradients. RaS can also be expressed as 𝑅𝑎𝑆 = −

∆𝜌𝑔𝑟 4
𝐷𝑠 𝜇𝐿

where  is the density change

strictly due to increase in solute content. They argue that RaTS = RaT + RaS where RaTS is the
thermosolute Rayleigh number and RaTS,cr =RaT,cr.

3.4 Shallow subsurface temperature fluctuations
Temperature gradients, i.e., the free convection driving force, can be assumed ~constant through
time at a given depth, provided it is deep enough. On the other hand, close to the surface, where
the headspace is located, temperature gradients can be seasonably variable and much stronger.
Temperature variations through time and space in the shallow subsurface can be approximated
𝜕𝑇

𝜕2 𝑇

by an analytical solution for the standard 1D heat diffusion equation ( 𝜕𝑡 = 𝐷 𝜕𝑧 2 where D is the
thermal diffusivity which is assumed constant if neglecting intermittent water flow of recharge).
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In the semi-infinite domain of the subsurface the analytical solution is given by (Carslaw and
Jaeger, 1959, p.64; Jury et al., 1991, p.185; Wu and Nofziger, 1999):
𝑇(𝑧) = 𝑇0 + 𝐴𝑒 −𝑘𝑧 cos(𝜔𝑡 − 𝑘𝑧 − 𝜖) with the following boundary conditions: (1) sinusoidal
variations around a mean temperature To at the surface (z=0) 𝑇 = 𝑇0 + 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜖) where A is
the amplitude of the surface temperature oscillations with a period of 2/ and (2) constant
temperature T1 = To at infinite depth (no geothermal gradient included). The parameter k is
expressed as 𝑘 = (𝜔/𝐷)1/2 . Note that Shao et al. (1998) proposed an analytical solution that
includes recharge. The soil/vadose zone diffusivity depends on the water content (in a nonmonotonic fashion) and on its mineralogical nature but can be approximated at a value of
0.5×10-6 m2/s for a sandy vadose zone (e.g., Jury et al., 1991; Shao et al., 1998). Using these
values, surface seasonal oscillations are 90% attenuated at a depth of ~5m and 99% attenuated at
a depth of ~10m. The temperature gradient can then be expressed as the partial derivative of the
analytical solution relative to z (with >0 values indicating a potentially unstable system):
𝑑𝑇
(𝑧) = −𝐴𝑘𝑒 −𝑘𝑧 (cos(𝜔𝑡 − 𝑘𝑧 − 𝜖) − sin(𝜔𝑡 − 𝑘𝑧 − 𝜖)). Note that a major assumption in
𝑑𝑧

this study is that there is thermal equilibrium between the surrounding porous media and the
headspace gas. In practice, equilibrium can be achieved providing an appropriate design of the
monitoring wells (see Conclusions section).

3.5 Water level fluctuations
In the most general terms, well water levels are not static. The most obvious reason is pumping
and drawdown and subsequent recovery, which can be felt away from the pumping center,
especially in confined aquifers. It is unclear, and to what extent, whether any actively pumping
well would impact the Glenhaven monitoring wells but, in this study, it is assumed that none
exists. The second reason is the well-known impact of atmospheric pressure barometric
variations on water levels (e.g., Domenico and Schwartz, 1990). Section 2.2 demonstrates than
large water level variations mostly due to pumping can obscure headspace reading interpretation
to such a degree that data cannot be used for the purpose of this study. However, water level
fluctuations due to barometric variations can translate as noise in gas partial pressure signals that
could be removed if their source is acknowledged.
Water level fluctuations can also help in determining the sealing status of a water well under the
condition of no nearby pumping. Assuming a periodic atmospheric system (generally high
frequency diurnal variations and lower frequency cyclonic systems), the water level response
could be attenuated with a phase lag. If the wellbore is open to the atmosphere and the tapped
aquifer is unconfined with a permeable vadose zone, pressure variations are applied equally to
the air-water interface both in the wellbore and on the aquifer water table, resulting in no change
in the water level (as, possibly, in the 10-m well). However, everything else being equal, if the
well is partially closed, water level will fall and raise during cyclonic events. Similarly if the
wellbore is perfectly sealed and the tapped aquifer is deep (and necessarily confined), pressure
variations can neither impact the headspace in the wellbore nor be transmitted to the tapped
aquifer without being totally attenuated, resulting in no change in water level (as, possibly, in the
deep Precipice Sandstone monitoring well). If the aquifer is confined but shallow, the water level
will drop slightly in response to an increase in barometric pressure depending on the diffusivity
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of the aquifer and on the amount of attenuation and lag of the same signal transmitted through
the layers overlying the aquifer.

3.6 CO2 plume and dissolved gas shadow
Although, in an ideal system, at a given point, dissolved CO2 concentrations in the formation
water would gradually increase to saturation at reservoir conditions as the free-phase injected
CO2 plume approaches, the scenario may be different in an actual field experiment in which CO2
migration may not be as well-behaved. In particular, free gas CO2 can reach the well before a
significant dissolved plume is detected as it was observed at
the Frio, TX test site (Hovorka and Lu, 2019). A similar
process was observed at Cranfield, MS, where brine
composition changes became mostly visible at the same time
free phase appeared at the well; only a slight half-unit drop in
pH (but no change in noisy bicarbonate concentration) was
observed three days before breakthrough (Lu et al., 2012b).
Similarly to Glenhaven Precipice Sandstone, the Cranfield
Tuscaloosa Formation is of fluvial origin, little reactive and of
high permeability, suggesting both formations could have
similar behavior with the caveat of low salinity at Glenhaven
(~150,000 mg/L at Cranfield, Lu et al, 2012b) and lower
flowrate, 60,000/365 = 165 tons/day vs. 250-500 tons/day at
Cranfield (Hosseini et al., 2013). In contrast, at the Otway,
VIC test site, Underschultz et al. (2011) noted that a slight
drop in pH and an increase in dissolved CO2 were observed
several days before the arrival of the free-phase plume.
In addition, the high permeability of the formation favors
viscous fingering (as different from channelling) (e.g.,
Moortgat, 2016). Although the threshold for fingering is higher
for high permeability media, if the flow is indeed unstable
Figure 13. Dissolved and free- (which it is here), independent finger wave length increases
phase plume arrival at the well with permeability of the medium (see for example, Lake et al.,
2014) and are more likely to develop consistently. Overall, this
bottom
means that the source term at the bottom of the deep monitoring
well is most likely to be a complex and unpredictable free phase CO2 stream rather than a wellbehaved advancing CO2 plume with a dissolved-CO2 front. We examine next what a reasonable
flux at the well bottom might be.
Previous monitoring studies dating back decades in many subsurface applications, in particular,
landfill and contaminated site monitoring, have shown that it is not uncommon for a plume not to
contact a monitoring device. The likelihood of achieving success can be improved by some light
pumping from the monitoring wells although it would complicate the interpretation of headspace
data. In a multiphase flow system, pumping of the wetting fluid can improve the likelihood of the
non-wetting fluid to enter the bottom hole arrangement.
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3.7 Bubble flow and bottom flux estimation
Later analyses will strongly suggest that the most likely mechanism for CO2 to reach the waterheadspace interface of the deep monitoring well is through bubbling, not convection (Section
4.3.3). A constant stream of gas bubbles traveling from the well bottom hole where the borehole
intersects the injection formation to the interface will create a constant flux at the waterheadspace interface. There are at least two ways to estimate this flux: theoretical arguments and
analogs
Once some free-phase CO2 contacts the bottom hole engineered system, the flux into the
wellbore is controlled and limited by two factors: (1) amount of CO2 able to reach the external
boundaries of the engineered system and (2) water counter-current ability to exit the wellbore to
make space for CO2. The former is controlled by local parameters of Darcy’s law, i.e., CO2
properties, formation permeability and relative permeability values and pressure gradient. The
flow in the formation can be assumed horizontal, the buoyancy takes effect only in the wellbore
where it acts as a pump would if the fluid were water. The latter is controlled by the geometry of
the well bottom hole, in particular by the casing perforations. .
In the wellbore, if CO2 buoyant flow starts as bubble flow, bubbles may coalesce into larger
bubbles and then into larger masses and evolve into slug flow depending on the flow rate (e.g.,
Hasan and Kabir, 1988). Hasan and Kabir (1988), who did their analysis in a system with 2 coflowing phases, estimated that transition from bubble to slug flow approximately occurs at a gas
fractional flow of 0.25-0.30. This threshold value is often cited in the literature on multiphase
flow in pipes. Note that fractional gas flow will increase up the wellbore regardless of the
starting point (<0.25 or >0.25) because of the decrease in pressure as the bubbles/slugs move up
the wellbore and expand. A formulation of the upward velocity u (m/s) of the slug is given by
𝑢 = 0.351√𝑔𝑑 (Hasan and Kabir, 1988; Pringle et al., 2015) where g is the gravity constant and
d the tube diameter. A slug, which would then travel at ~0.3m/s, will travel faster than bubbles
and it would take several hours for a particular slug to reach the initial location of the gas-water
interface. Bubble travel time is a complex function of bubble size (which varies during the ascent
because of decreasing pressure and possible bubble merging) but should fall in the same several
hours, and not days, order of magnitude. We can also calculate the flow rate coming from the
disposal formation that would generate such a slug flow: 0.3××(0.073/2)2×0.25 = 0.314 L/s or,
assuming a CO2 density of 0.39kg/L at 114 bars and 60°C
(http://www.energy.psu.edu/tools/CO2-EOS/), 0.122 kg/s.
At the Cranfield, MS field site, Hosseini et al. (2013, Fig. 18) and Verma et al. (2013) reported
that free phase CO2 was detected at the well bottom using U-tube technology a few days before it
was detected by pressure increase at the wellhead. It took 5.82 and 6.36 days to totally filled
tubing at two observation wells. One of the wells exhibited a much higher proportion of CH4
interpreted as resulting from the CH4 bank at the edge of the free-phase plume. The amount of
pure CO2 stored in the wellbore can be computed from Verma et al. (2013, Fig. 5) where freephase CO2 density varies from 0.9 kg/L at the wellhead (low temperature, high pressure) to 0.6
kg/L at the well bottom (higher temperature). The variation is almost linear following the
temperature gradient. The actual density turned out to be smaller because of the amount of
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methane in the system (average of 18% in the wellbore tubing), which will not be reproduced in
the Glenhaven case because there is little methane in the system. The two observation wells are
~10,500 ft (3200 m) deep with a 2-7/8” (0.073m diameter) tubing located 68 and 112 m from the
injector (Lu et al., 2012a). Given the internal volume of the wellbores (13.4 m3) and, assuming
an average density of 0.75 kg/L, we can compute the amount of CO2 contained (13.4 m3 × 750
kg/m3 = 10,050 kg), an average flow rate (0.024 L/s), and an average mass flow rate at the base
of the tubing (18.3 g/s) and an average flux (4.37 kg/m2/s). Lu et al. (2012a, #40) computed
similar flow rates. At the Otway site, well construction details show that a packer was installed at
the well bottom preventing CO2 from invading the wellbore (Underschultz et al., 2011; Boreham
et al., 2011), a design that could be reproduced at the Glenhaven site.
Assuming that the flow rate is similar (both Cranfield Tuscaloosa and Glenhaven Precipice
Sandstone are high permeability formations of fluvial origin), the flow pattern within the
wellbore is more likely to be bubble flow, which would: (1) enhance the dissolution process and
(2) lower the actual ascent velocity relative to the value computed earlier.
When the CO2 plume reaches the bottom of the monitoring well, CO2 bubbles will percolate up
the wellbore, initially mixing with the air of the headspace then gradually dominating the gas
phase composition. The wellbore will progressively empty of its water column as CO2
accumulates at the top. The density of the water is approximately constant and is replaced by a
lighter phase, either supercritical or gaseous CO2. Soon, the entire wellbore/column is filled with
CO2. However, the pressure at the well bottom must be maintained (slightly higher than
hydrostatic). To make up for the lower density of the fluid, the pressure at the wellhead has to be
relatively high (Figure 14) so that wellhead pressure and weight of the CO2 column balance the
bottom hole pressure (slightly above hydrostatic to which must be added the slight increase
related to the CO2 injection pressure pulse).
Although the Precipice Sandstone is CH4-poor, it is expected that the leading edge of the freephase CO2 plume is enriched in CH4 collected as the CO2 plume contacts more and more
formation water. CH4 solubility is at least one order of magnitude lower than that of CO2 and
will tend to partition into the gas phase. A CH4 bank was observed at both Otway (Boreham et
al., 2011) and Cranfield (Hosseini et al., 2013). However, the origin of the banks are different. At
Otway, a 0.75CO2+0.20CH4 mixture is injected in a reservoir with 20% residual saturation (CH4)
and the bank results from mobilization of the residual CH4 and initial CO2 dissolution. At
Cranfield, CO2 was injected in the water leg and all CH4 is initially dissolved but then partitions
into the gas phase whereas some CO2 is dissolved. A total of 2260 kg of CO2, assuming a
temperature gradient of 0.031°C/m (2062 kg with a gradient of 0.045°C/m) is needed to fill up
the wellbore to keep the pressure hydrostatic at the bottom. At an average rate of 10 g/s it would
take ~2.6 days to expel the water and replace it with CO2.
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Figure 14. Pressure and density profile in a CO2-filled well for two geothermal gradients.
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4 Application to Glenhaven
We assume that CO2, either free phase or dissolved, contacts the monitoring wells and that they
were designed in such a way that the following discussion is valid. It is understood that some
monitoring wells could be contacted by CO2 only after a very long time compared to the time
predicted by ideal radial plug flow (e.g., EGL7 monitoring well at Cranfield, MS, Tao et al.,
2013) or never contacted if totally bypassed.

4.1 Glenhaven monitoring wells
Two types of monitoring wells are planned to be installed at the Glenhaven site: (1) nested very
shallow boreholes at 1m and 5m (soil gas) and 10m and 20m (unconfined and confined shallow
aquifers) to detect any leakage and (2) >1000m-deep well drilled into the injection interval.
Precipice Sandstone deep monitoring well is described
as a vertical well cemented from the surface to the top
of the Precipice Sandstone with a steel casing size of
178 mm (7”), smaller at 127 mm (5”) in the Precipice
Sandstone proper (CTSCo, 2018). The wells will TD
at the bottom of the Precipice Sandstone or slightly
lower and be perforated either in the lower or possibly
in the upper section of the formation (Figure 16). An
open-hole design is also under consideration. A 73
mm-diameter tubing running from the top of the
Precipice Sandstone to the surface is an option
(commonly used 2-7/8” tubing). The well design calls
for a flanged wellhead of the quality used in the oil
and gas industry ensuring a pressure-tight seal. It is
anticipated that the wellhead will be very tight because
it has to be able to sustain the pressure generated by
the CO2 plume when it reaches the well (~60 bars, see
Section 3.7). AZMI wells in the Hutton Sandstone are
built similarly with a 140 mm production casing with
an unlikely option of a 60–mm tubing. The wells will
Figure 15. Glenhaven monitoring wells also receive conventional flanged wellheads but are
not slated to be monitored for CO2, only pressure and temperature. It is unclear what the annulus
fluid is, what its maximum level in the annulus is, and what its thermal properties are.
The shallow monitoring wells at 10 and 20 m are built in a similar way with a 100-mm polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) casing slotted at their base in the sandpack and with grout and bentonite in the
annular space (Figure 17). The wells are resting on a 1.2m-riser above ground level (to minimize
contact with surface water) and protected by a steel monument that cannot be considered
pressure tight.
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From CTSCo (2018)

Figure 16. Precipice Sandstone monitoring well schematic

From CTSCo (2018)

Figure 17. 10m and 20m shallow monitoring well schematics
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4.2 Examination of the data
The current data collection concerns mostly the shallow wells with atmospheric pressure and
temperature, water level, and headspace measurements, all recorded at a high hourly frequency.
A 12 months dataset (May 4, 2017 to May 13, 2018 at hourly intervals) is available for three
wells: Site #2 wells, which are a ~20m-deep shallow monitoring bore whose bottom hole reaches
a confined aquifer and a shallower well bottoming out at ~10m reaching the water table aquifer,
and Wandoan Third Town Bore, drilled into the Precipice Sandstone to a total depth of 1146m in
2015. In addition some surface weather and other parameters are also available at 3 sites for the
same time period: Site #1 (wind direction and wind speed), Site #2 (atmospheric CO2 in ppm and
in % and O2 in %), Wandoan Third Town Bore, and Wandoan weather station (barometric
pressure, air temperature, wind direction, and wind speed). Available subsurface and headspace
data are: for Site #2 20m headspace (temperature, relative humidity), Site #2 10m headspace
(CH4 partial pressure), Site #2 10m water (pH, conductivity, dissolved O2), and for Wandoan
Third Town Bore (water level, water temperature). The dataset was provided to us raw and some
probes show a possible drift that we were unable to correct or account for. We also make the
reasonable assumption that all probes are running on the same clock and are time-synchronized.
For example, it is important that readings of barometric pressure variations be synchronized with
wellbore water level fluctuations.
The barometric pressure varies in semi-diurnal and larger ~weekly cycles, as expected,
representing daily temperature variations and cyclonic systems passing by (Figure 18).
Variations are in the order of 5 hPa and 10+ hPa, respectively. Note that this probe shows clear
decreasing and increasing long-term trends likely representing instrumental drift. Air
temperature follows similar periodic patterns, where it went episodically over 30°C during the
summer months and went close to but never below freezing during the winter months (Figure
19). Atmospheric CO2 shows a concentration baseline at ~400ppm and daily peak to ~500ppm
with sporadic excursions up to 900 ppm (Figure 20) but displays a gas fraction / partial pressure
baseline at 0.05% with a steady increase to 0.17% from December 2017 to April 2018 (Figure
21). This latter probe seems to be significantly less sensitive and also potentially malfunctioned
during the months of July and August 2017. The increase in CO2 is approximately matched by a
measured and much larger decrease in O2 to ~15% of unknown origin (Figure 22).
The shallow 20m-deep well shows an overall small water level rise (<1m) with daily centimetric
variations (Figure 23). The deep well shows similar range and period of variations (Figure 24)
suggesting they are related to atmospheric pressure changes (and maybe instrumental drift for
long-term increase) rather than material variations. The deep well shows a fairly constant
temperature at 24.5°C. The shallow 20m-deep well also shows an almost constant water
temperature around 24.5°C. Dissolved O2 and conductivity probes in the very shallow well
malfunctioned for about half the recording period. Dissolved O2 slowly increased from 9 to 15
(unit unclear) whereas conductivity stays fairly constant but slightly decreasing at a
corresponding TDS of ~2000 ppm, which is much larger than the low TDS of ~150ppm sampled
in the deep well. pH in the same well shows seemingly random variations around a value of 7.
Headspace methane concentration in the very shallow 10m-deep well is measured at 0 (no
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methane) with a relative humidity varying between 70 and 100% with daily variations maybe
related to temperature.

Figure 18. Barometric pressure (Wandoan weather station)

Figure 19. Air temperature (Wandoan weather station)
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Figure 20. Atmospheric CO2 (ppm) (Site #2)

Figure 21. Atmospheric CO2 (%) (Site #2)

Figure 22. Atmospheric O2 (%) (Site #2)
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Figure 23. Water level (20-m deep Site #2 well)

Figure 24. Water level (Wandoan Third Town Bore)
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4.3 Description of the source terms
This section describes the various elements impacting the deep well that led us to the following
scenario:
- A dissolved CO2 plume may not reach the monitoring well before the free-phase CO2;
- If it does, the dissolved CO2 is unlikely to reach the water column / headspace interface:
diffusion is too slow, commonly observed free convection in the borehole may help but
will be kept from happening at the well bottom because of the stabilizing effect on the
added CO2;
- If CO2 reaches the water-headspace interface in the monitoring well, flux can be
determined given some conditions (see Section 5 on inverse modeling);
- When free-phase CO2 reaches the wellbore, there might a delay for the CO2 to reach the
water / headspace interface as CO2 will, at least partly, dissolve into the column of water;
- Free-phase CO2 will ultimately fill up the wellbore, and at high pressure at the wellhead,
given its low density, to maintain the bottom hole close to its original level.
In essence, the output of each subsystem in the series becomes the input / source term to the next
subsystem.
4.3.1 Pressure build-up
Early numerical models of injection in the Precipice Sandstone of the Surat Basin (Hurter et al.,
2013) show a maximum pressure increase of ~30, 15, and 5 bars close to the well, at 5 and 10
km, respectively, with an injection rate of 2 million tons/year for 30 years and for a depth similar
to that of the Glenhaven site. Scaling to 60,000 tons/year for 3 years translates into a pressure
increase <1 bar at the likely monitoring well locations.
4.3.2 Geochemistry
Spycher et al. (2018) developed a reactive transport model assuming a 60,000 tons/year for 3
years injection stream of >98% CO2 with impurities (SO2, NO2, O2 but no CH4) O2 will oxidize
SO2 and NO2 into soluble components releasing H+ ions at the same time. However pH is
buffered by the presence of calcite (upper Precipice Sandstone) or siderite (lower Precipice
Sandstone). pH is estimated at 6.9 in natural conditions. It is assumed in this work that, by the
time the dissolved leading edge of the CO2 plume reached the location of the monitoring well,
SO2, NO2, and O2 would have reacted into dissolved species with no real impact on the overall
salinity/TDS. Depending on the exact path, pH would have dropped a little (through the upper
Precipice Sandstone with some calcite) or by 2 log units (lower Precipice Sandstone with no
calcite). The salinity/TDS of the water in contact with supercritical CO2 will be considerably
increased to ~40,000ppm (Spycher et al., 2018, p.45) corresponding to a density of ~1.03 kg/L.
Temperature and pressure are read to be ~69°C and ~1950psi (1365 m H2O) at a depth of
~1113m subsea for West Wandoan-1 well. The Wandoan Third Town Bore well log shows a
water level at ~20m below ground level (bgl) at an elevation of 281m consistent with the
reported pressure (1113+281-1365= 29m). Calculated temperature and pressure gradients in the
West Wandoan-1 well (Fig. 2.3-1 of Spycher et al., 2018) are an above average 1.86°F/100ft
(34°C/km or 0.034K/m) and 0.41 psi/ft, respectively.
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4.3.3 Convection in the wellbore
Examination of the Wandoan temperature data
A look at the temperature vertical profile inside the Wandoan Third Town Bore (Welldog, 2016)
shows a kink at ~500m bgs with a change in the temperature gradient (smaller temperature
increase by unit depth) (Figure 25 and Figure 26). Note that the profiles are similar when logging
down and up. In addition, it is assumed that the temperature in the wellbore is approximately
representative of the temperature in the formations. Convective cells, if they exist, do not disrupt
the general trends of the temperature profile. Coal seams (15 of them with a 2.4m average
thickness), despite their low thermal conductivity, represent only 7.2% of the first 500m of the
well profile and are unlikely to significantly impact the thermal profile. However, it is interesting
to note that the temperature gradient is smaller and constant across the Hutton Sandstone
suggesting flow from slightly cooler regions. Knowing the thermal properties of the strata, it
would be possible to estimate the water flux (e.g., Woodbury and Smith, 1988; Painter et al,
2003; Anderson, 2005). The well log does not go deep enough past the top of the Precipice
Sandstone to make a similar estimation there. A notch towards lower values of the temperature
gradient is also visible at a depth of ~850m bgs in the Evergreen Formation. Without knowing
much details about the well logging event, these conclusions are speculative, as they could also
be interpreted as fractures or fractured zone (forced convection, see Berthold, 2010).
Free convection and dissolution in the water column
An examination of the temperature profile in the Wandoan Third Town Bore (Welldog, 2016)
shows a variable temperature gradient mostly ranging from 0.02 to 0.04 K/m (Figure 25) with a
value of 0.032K/m obtained by fitting a straight line between the deep and shallow sections of
the profile. Deviations from the straight line fit are shown in Figure 26, which emphasizes the
temperature anomaly around the Hutton Sandstone. This temperature anomaly does not impact
the conclusions of this study. The temperature gradient generates an unstable density gradient in
the wellbore (Figure 27). The density gradient is larger at the bottom of the well for all salinities.
Natural conditions, before the expected arrival of dissolved or free-phase CO2, are represented
by the lowest salinity. Note that dissolved CO2 adds to the salinity as bicarbonate.
In search of convection clues, we performed spectral analyses of the temperature gradient
variations, using various numerical tools (wavelet, Fourier transform), which showed no trend,
they appeared to be white noise (no frequency stands out). This conclusion is not too surprising:
convection cells are likely smaller than the sampling frequency (1 sample each ~3.5m), logging
speed would have been to be 10 times slower to maybe catch convective temperature
irregularities (an email note by Welldog in 2016 states that the device speed can be as slow as
1.5m/min. This would put out standard spatial resolution on the order of 0.5-0.75 m for dissolved
gases, it is likely though that temperature readings can have a higher resolution). It is, however,
likely that some of the temperature gradient noise is due to the presence of convection.
Using local parameters and average water physical properties we obtained an overall RaT=1200
in the water column, which is above the free-convection threshold. Applying accurate values of
parameters as a function of pressure and temperature (i.e., depth, Figure 27 to Figure 29) shows
an actual range from Ra=350 at the top of the well to Ra=1500 at the well bottom. Plotting the
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critical temperature gradient (Figure 30) illustrates that this conclusion is valid for any
reasonable salinity and wellbore diameter. Applying the formula by Gershuni and Zhukhovitskii
(1976) with conductivity of steel+13%Cr (13Cr80 grade alloy) at 30 W/mK (decreasing with
temperature) and conductivity of water of 0.6 W/mK (increasing with temperature) yields a Rac
of 208, close to the theoretical maximum of 215. Note that if there is no tubing, only casing, Ra
increases by a multiplicative factor equal to the fourth power of the diameter ratios
[(0.178/0.073)4 = 35], increasing the likelihood of significant convection.
Alternatively, directly checking a critical temperature gradient vs. diagram (Sammel, 1968)
yields a similar result assuming water is in thermal equilibrium with the formation. If the water
column is broken down into several convective cells, the convective velocity would be in the
order of 𝑅𝑎𝐷/𝐿, where D is thermal diffusivity of water (0.15×10-6 m2/s) and L the characteristic
length. L can be chosen as the water column diameter (0.073m if tubing is used) or the height of
a convective cell, say between 1m and 2 diameters (0.15m). The resulting characteristic velocity
ranges from 1.5 to 20 cm/min. Using modified Demezhko et al. (2017) formulation [𝑉 =
𝐷
2.33 𝑟 √𝑅𝑎 − 215] yields a velocity of 2.1 cm/min.

File: “x WellDog CTSCo WW3 Data Export_jp.xlsx”
Note: temperature data of the first 40m are suspect (operator/tool was not set to be accurate at very shallow depths)
and disregard temperature gradients at the well bottom. Sandy intervals are shown on the y-axis of the LHS plot.

Figure 25. Temperature and temperature gradient as a function of depth (Wandoan Third Town
Bore)
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Figure 26. Temperature deviation from a straight line / linear temperature gradient (logging up
and down in Wandoan Third Town Bore)

Note: The low salinity represents initial salinity conditions whereas higher salinities represent various levels of
dissolved CO2. S=salinity or TDS

Figure 27. Formation water density as a function of depth and salinity (ppm); density gradient of
brine and hydrostatic pressure as a function of depth for various salinity values.
These values are similar to other published values of convection cell velocities in water wells.
Berthold and Resagk (2012) observed from laboratory experiments with weight-neutral particles
in narrow columns (1-m long with a diameter of 0.05m) that, as Ra increased from 350 to 3700,
velocity increased from 0.1 to 1.0 mm/s (0.6 to 6 cm/min). Vroblesky et al. (2007) field
experiments and Bonte et al. (2017) field-inspired results have already been mentioned (velocity
of 8cm/min and 24cm/min, respectively). Theoretical calculations according to the modified
Demezhko et al. (2017) formulation yields 0.2 and 0.8 mm/s (1.2 and 4.8 cm/min), respectively.
These values are all consistent with each other. If no tubing is present, modified Demezhko et al.
(2017) formulation produces an increase in velocity approximately proportional to the diameter
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ratio (0.178/0.073=2.4) to a value of 5.1 cm/min. Note that such velocities in a pipe corresponds
to Reynolds numbers Re<100, unlikely to generate much friction.

Figure 28. Water thermal diffusivity (), water viscosity (), × product, water density
gradient, and driving ratio (/h)/(×)

Figure 29. Thermal expansion coefficient of water ,  times water density (), and driving ratio
water thermal diffusivity () times water viscosity over × (×)/(×).
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Figure 30. Critical temperature gradient (Acr) in the water-filled wellbore (Rac=215)
Assuming that the entire water column undergoes convection and that dissolved CO2 can hop
seamlessly from one convective cell to the next overlying one, it would take 1000 m / 0.021
m/min = ~50,000 minutes or 30-35 days for the dissolved CO2 to reach the headspace-water
interface. On the other hand, pure mass / molecular diffusion would take much longer. CO2 mass
diffusion coefficient in water at 25°C and 0.1 MPa is ~1.7×10-9 m2/s and ~4.5×10-9 m2/s at 65°C
and 10MPa (Cadogan et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2013); say that the average diffusion coefficient
value in the water column is 3.1×10-9 m2/s = 0.1 m2/yr. Zeebe (2011) proposed a slightly lower
value for bicarbonate diffusion coefficient. Characteristic time tc of the 1-D diffusion equation
𝜕𝐶

𝜕2 𝐶

( 𝜕𝑡 = 𝐷 𝜕𝑧 2 where D is the diffusion coefficient) for 1m is 𝑡𝑐 = 𝐿2 /2𝐷 = 1/0.2 = 5 years, clearly
much slower than free convection (Figure 31).
There are two other processes that will retard breakthrough of CO2 to the headspace-water
interface: (1) dissolution of CO2 in the water column, and, perhaps more importantly, (2)
stabilization. The amount of CO2 that can be dissolved in the water column residing in the tubing
(1000m ×  × (0.073m/2)2 = 4.19 m3) is 245 kg of CO2 in tubing (Figure 32) calculated by
integrating temperature-dependent solubility along the entire water column. Section 3.7 (Bubble
flow and bottom flux estimation) suggested that the flow pattern will be indeed bubble flow
providing the needed surface area for the bubbles to dissolve on their way up. An estimate of the
bottom CO2 flux was, by analogy to Cranfield observations, ~0.03L/s, translating into 0.012 kg/s
or a total of time of 245 kg / 0.012 kg/s = 5-6 hours to saturate the water column with CO2. The
results are linear with monitoring well diameter squared, that is, the delay time would increase
by a multiplicative factor of (0.178/0.073)2 = ~6 if no casing is present. The delay could also
increase depending of the location of the monitoring well relative to the injection well. At
Cranfield, monitoring wells were <100m away from the injection well. A larger distance
between injection and monitoring well is likely to result in a lower rate, although accurately hard
to pinpoint because of the complexity of the likely flow fingering.
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Figure 31. Diffusion of CO2 in wellbore at 300, 3000 and 18,000 days

Figure 32. Maximum dissolved CO2 in the tubing (0.073m diameter) as a function of depth
(salinity of 2000 ppm)
Turning to the stabilization mechanism: when the bottom of the water column is in contact with
the dissolved plume in the injection formation, the well is stabilized. In this configuration, the
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introduced CO2 increases the density of the solution and balances the decrease in density due to
increased temperature. The presence of CO2 will shut down the convective cells close to the
bottom of the wells if RaTS, < Racr. Many scenarios can be imagined from this point such as the
dissolved CO2 plume is pushed away from the bottom of the well by a finger of “clean” water, or
convection restarts at the bottom of the well when CO2 is more evenly distributed.
The ratio of thermal over solute Rayleigh numbers can be written as

|𝑅𝑎𝑠 |
𝑅𝑎𝑇

(∆𝜌) 𝐷𝑇

𝛽∆𝐶 𝐷

= 𝜌𝛼∆𝑇 𝐷𝑇 = (∆𝜌) 𝑠
𝑠

𝑇

𝐷𝑠

where  = 2×10 K and  = 0.755 m /kg are thermal and solute expansion coefficient,
respectively and DT = 1.4×10-7 m2/s and Ds = 4.5×10-9 m2/s are thermal and mass diffusivity,
respectively. Convection will not take place if |RaS|>>RaT. The other terms are T and C,
which is ~40 kg/m3 ,i.e., the difference between a fully CO2-saturated formation water (Spycher
et al., 2013) and the ~fresh formation water (Figure 33). This concentration / density difference
occurs over some unknown vertical distance but can be assumed to be 1m. T is known and can
be expressed at 0.04°C/m at the bottom hole (Figure 25). It follows that |RaS|>>RaT stabilizing
the water column at its base. Examining density differences [()s/()T] yields similar results:
ratio of the density difference varies between (2 kg/m3)/(8×10-3 kg/m3) to (32 kg/m3) / (8×10-3
kg/m3) depending on the solute concentration (i.e., a minimum of ()s/()T = 25) whereas the
diffusivity ratio at the well bottom is DT/Ds = 35, that is, |RaS|/RaT = 875 >>1.
-4

-1

3

Figure 33. Water density difference compared to a salinity of 1000 mg/L at various higher
salinities expected in the dissolved CO2 plume.
Free convection in the headspace?
Using well parameters and geometry of the deep well (if tubing, headspace diameter is 0.073m,
with casing it has a diameter of 0.178m), and air properties, we obtained a critical temperature
gradient Acr of ~1.2°C/m with tubing (Figure 34), considering the critical Rac value of 215 (Cr
steel casing and thermal conductivity of air at 0/026 W/mK), the critical temperature gradient is
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~0.034°C/m in the casing [(0.178/0.073)4 = 35]. A temperature gradient of ~1.2°C/m is unlikely
to be realized along the entire headspace section but a value of ~0.034°C/m is very likely to be
exceeded. Temperature gradients inducing free convection are the most likely at the end of the
winter in September. On the contrary, at the end of the summer, temperature gradients are
favorable to a stable density-stratified configuration.
Making use of Glenhaven weather data (annual average of 20°C and annual amplitude of 14/2 =
7°C) we can estimate seasonal temperature gradients (Figure 25, Figure 35 and Figure 36). In
this exercise we relied on monthly average of daily averages. Daily variations are too high
frequency to penetrate very deep in the soil. We used a thermal diffusivity of 0.5×10-6 m2/s
(Section 3.4). The critical temperature gradient is reached only to a depth of 1-3m during the
month of May to September suggesting that the bottom of the deep monitoring well headspace
will not undergo convection. In the absence of tubing, and with a 0.178m-diameter casing
((R/r)4=35), free convection could impact the headspace to a depth of 7-8m.
The shallow monitoring wells follow a similar behavior with 2 modifications: a larger diameter a
100 mm ((R/r)4=(0.1/0.073)4=3.5) and a PVC casing much less conductive than steel, decreasing
the critical Rac. Applying the formula by Gershuni and Zhukhovitskii (1976) with conductivity
of PVC at 0.19 W/mK (increasing with temperature) and conductivity of air at 0.026 W/mK
(increasing with temperature) yields a Rac of 173, resulting in a linear scaling from
215/173=1.24. Correcting for these two modifications yields a temperature gradient of ~1.2°C/m
/ 3.5/ 1.24 = 0.28°C/m suggesting free convection, when favorable to a depth up to 5m.
Computing Ra in the headspace is not as straightforward as in the water column because
temperatures and thermal gradients are very variable through time and space. However, using the
conventional expression of 𝑅𝑎 =
values of 𝑅𝑎 = 660

∆𝑇
𝐿

𝜌𝛽∆𝑇𝑔𝑟 4
𝐷𝜇𝐿

=

𝜌𝛽𝑔𝑟 4 ∆𝑇
𝐷𝜇

𝐿

with parameters for air at 20°C yields

with the temperature gradient varying from 1 to 6°C/m (Figure 36).
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Figure 34. Air free convection parameters: viscosity (), thermal diffusivity (), density (),
thermal expansion (), the product (×)/( ×), critical temperature gradient for a 0.073mtubing, and critical Rac=68 (theoretical minimum), 150, and 215 (theoretical maximum). A value
of r=0.073/2 m is used)
The same way it was done for the water column, the ratio of thermal to solute Rayleigh numbers
can be computed in the headspace. Here, instead of using the thermal expansion coefficient, we
𝑅𝑎
can directly use densities because they can be simply computed from the ideal gas law: 𝑅𝑎𝑇 =
∆𝜌𝑇 𝐷𝑆
𝐷𝑇 ∆𝜌𝑆

𝑆

-6

2

-4

2

where DT = 21.7×10 m /s and Ds = 0.252×10 m /s are thermal and CO2 mass diffusion

coefficient in air, respectively. The density difference between pure CO2 and air is ~0.73 kg/m3
(1.95 kg/m3 vs. 1.22 kg/m3). The density change due to temperature difference between, say,
285K and 293K is 0.05 kg/m3 (12K /298 K × 1.22 kg/m3) yielding a Rayleigh number ratio
𝑅𝑎 𝑇 /𝑅𝑎𝑆 of 0.08 (𝑅𝑎𝑆 /𝑅𝑎 𝑇 = 13.1) that underlines the stabilization effect of a CO2 flux at the
bottom of the headspace.
However, mixture of air and CO2 will command smaller density differences and below some
CO2 fraction threshold the mixture will still undergo free convection. As a first approximation
and under the same temperature conditions, solute and thermal Ra numbers are equal when the
air-CO2 mixture contains 8% vol. CO2. In other words, given the partial pressure / concentration
vertical profiles described in Appendix B, the upper section of the headspace likely to be
subjected to free convection with no CO2 present will still undergo convection. Note that we
decided to neglect daily temperature variations under the assumption that temperature in the
wellbore is mostly controlled by soil temperature at the same depth because the PVC casing is
not conductive. This assumption might not be met depending on the wellhead design and on how
much radiative heat and heat loss would hit the headspace gas directly.
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Figure 35. Estimates of average monthly temperature as a function of time and depth at
Glenhaven

Figure 36. Estimates of temperature gradient as a function of depth
𝐷

According to the modified Demezhko et al. (2017) formulation: 𝑉 = 2.33 𝑟 √𝑅𝑎 − 𝑅𝑎𝑐 , where
Rac=173, D=2.1×10-5 m2/s (thermal diffusivity of air) and r=100/2 mm (radius of the wellbore),
convective cell velocity is in the order of 0.02 m/s (1.3 m/min) for Ra=660 (temperature gradient
of 1°C/m) or 2.5m/min for a temperature gradient of 3°C/min.
Given the uncertainties on the onset and extent of free convection in the headspace system, we
made no tentative in including it in the transport equations describing the system, rather we treat
these uncertainties as white and non-white noise.
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4.3.4 True advection
Appendix A presented the general behavior of a multi-component non-equimolar system for
which an intrinsic bulk advection term appears because of the contrast in diffusion coefficient
values. However, there is also true advection in the headspace due to external pressure gradients
if the headspace is open to the atmosphere. An approximate average of the time-varying flow
rate into and out of the headspace can be calculated with simple mass balances. If the headspace
equilibrates in terms of pressure with the atmosphere, pressure in the headspace must follow
atmospheric barometric variations. They include slow daily variations of ~5hPa or P/P=0.5%
of the average pressure over 1 day, that is, t=0.5 day flow in and 0.5 day flow out as well as
even slower cyclonic variations over several days, say, 21 hPa (P/P=2%) in 7 days (t=3.5
days). Volume of air in the headspace is L×A, where L is the headspace length and A its crosssectional area. We neglect headspace volume variations due to water level fluctuations in the
wellbore related to pressure changes if any (confined aquifer, unconfined aquifer should not be
affected, see Section3.5).
Assuming small total mass variations in the headspace, it will lose a volume of L×A×(P/P)
during a t time interval at an average velocity across the column of L×A×(P/P)/t/A =
L(P/P)/t. It follows that the average velocity for a 10m headspace is 10m×0.005/0.5days =
0.1m/day = 7×10-5m/min = 1.1×10-6m/s, which can be scaled linearly for any other headspace
length. Cyclonic variations will generate lower average velocities at 10m×0.021/3days =
0.07m/day, which can be algebraically added to the daily variation velocity. It is unclear how
disruptive response to barometric variations is to convective cells. In addition, depending the
specifics of the above-ground monument and the design of the wellhead, radiative heat can
generate pressure disturbances larger that daily barometric variations and increase their impact.
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5 Inverse modeling
This section applies mostly to the shallow monitoring wells as the deep well headspace may be
invaded by CO2 shortly after CO2 is detected. As detailed in Appendix B, we explored the use of
machine learning and inverse modeling to estimate the transport characteristics of CO2 in
headspace of a monitoring well. In particular, how many probes are needed to access the bottom
boundary condition at the water column / headspace interface. In order to test the procedure, we
constructed a monitoring system with various detectors configurations.

Formation water

Figure 37. Headspace schematic and arrangement of source/sink and four detectors.
We used a simplified system to test the validity of the approach by using the well-known
analytical solution of one dimensional (1D) advection-diffusion system (e.g., Ogata and Banks,
𝜕𝐶

1961; Fetter, 1992, p.58; Knox et al., 1993. p.66):

𝜕𝑡

𝜕𝐶

𝜕2 𝐶

+ 𝑣 𝜕𝑧 = 𝐷 𝜕𝑧 2 . A well-known 1D solution

of this PDE in a semi-infinite space with a constant source C0 in a uniform flow field of velocity
v is: 𝐶(𝑡, 𝑧) =

𝐶0
2

𝑧−𝑣𝑡

𝑣𝑧

𝑧+𝑣𝑡

[𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 (2√𝐷𝑡) + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 ( 𝐷 ) 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 (2√𝐷𝑡)] where D is the diffusion coefficient.

Here, as we did in Appendix A, we assume that gravity is negligible. We use this equation and
others with different boundary conditions (Mohsen and Baluch, 1983; Park and Zhan, 2001;
Kumar et al., 2010; Matlab library) to produce synthetic data to be inverted to solve the
optimization problem through a non-linear least-squares minimization algorithm. What is
reasonable choice for the velocity v? A more accurate physics of the system is presented in
Appendix A with multi-component non-equimolar diffusion that generates intrinsic bulk
advection of the gas from the bottom to the top boundary. The simplified 1D equation cannot
handle the non-equimolar advection directly but a small value can be assigned to the term v
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(representing true advection in the 1D PDE) to mimic it. A reasonable value for v can be
determined from Figure 55 and Figure 57. The intrinsic bulk advection moves CO2, the heaviest
component of the multi-component headspace air, by 45m in one year (faster at early times),
translating into an average of 1.5×10-6 m/s. This value, it turns out, is similar to the diffusion rate
averaged through space and time at 2.5×10-6 m/s (L/tc=2DCO2/air/L=2×2.5×10-6/20). It is also
similar to the average velocities generated by atmospheric pressure variations (~1.1×10-6m/s,
Section 4.3.4), which, in this case, is true bulk advection.
Our synthetic data is produced hourly and for one year or less in a similar way the data is
currently collected at the Glenhaven site. We included a sophisticated clustering algorithm
(Blind Source Separation, BSS, see Appendix B), which operates with no knowledge of the
physical processes but which can discriminate between sources of variability, for example,
background vs. influx from leakage at the lower boundary (water-headspace interface) or influx
at the bottom boundary combined with atmospheric influx at the top boundary. We added
Gaussian white noise to the data, a standard deviation of 10-3 to 10-1, and non-white noise
modeled as a step function to mimic some degree of homogenization through free convection.
Using a simple case with a pulse in a column of infinite extent (Figure 38), the approach was
able to correctly estimate the concentration profiles and transport properties of CO2 in the gas
phase of headspace for even 1 detector but using a multi-week time interval, long enough for the
concentration profiles to develop. In addition, at least one detector should be close to the
water/gas interface to reduce the estimation error, which may not be a realistic option given the
likely water level fluctuations (e.g., due to nearby pumping and/or barometric fluctuations).

Time (days)

Time (days)

Time (days)

Figure 38. Comparison between concentration profiles generated from the exact solution with
Gaussian noise at 10-3 (selected blue markers, only 1 out of 24 data points/day plotted) and
observations reconstructed by our approach (solid line); cases for 3 sensors, for 1 sensor toward
the top of the headspace and 1 sensor toward the bottom of the headspace.
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Figure 39. Time evolution of CO2 concentration profiles in closed and open wells and their
comparison. Time increases from blue (t=0) to pink (t=92.6 days) (headspace length = 10 m;
time interval between lines is 9.2593 days).

Figure 40. Comparison between concentration profiles generated from our approach (solid lines)
at the two sensors and synthetic observations with 10-1 noise (markers) for open and closed
systems with similar conditions (headspace length = 10m).
Using a closer analog of a finite column with a constant source at the bottom with 2 sensors at
L/10 and 9L/10, with closed or open top boundary (Figure 39) and Gaussian noise of strength
10-1, the algorithm was able to determine the synthetic velocity (Figure 40).
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Using stepwise noise instead of Gaussian white noise to mimic some of the impact of free
convection degrade the results but the algorithm is still able to determine the input parameter
although with a large uncertainty for the velocity (~100%) (Figure 41).

Figure 41. Comparison between concentration profiles generated from our approach (solid lines)
and synthetic observations with stepwise noise (markers). Pulse and headspace = 20m.
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6 Conclusions
Examination of early studies and/or data shows that, overall, there is a general positive
correlation between headspace and dissolved gas concentrations and that a closed system is
easier to analyze (Newell et al. (2013). Previous studies also show that an accurate relationship
between headspace measurements and dissolved gas concentrations is difficult to achieve
without considerable data collection and a large research effort. Other generalized observations
are common sense conclusions. Headspace monitoring of dissolved gases could work provided
that: (1) headspace is mostly closed; (2) model is dedicated to a specific well (not necessarily
applicable to other wells); (3) sufficient calibration data are available; (4) multiple sensors are
present in the headspace to constrain the system; and (5) no pumping is occurring in the well
(monitoring well) or its vicinity.
However, our dedicated analysis strongly suggests that the deep monitoring well(s) will not see
dissolved CO2 at the water / headspace interval in a reasonable amount of time. Rather the most
likely scenario is a sudden pressure buildup as bubbles originating from the free phase plume
start to accumulate in the headspace (or never if a packer is installed at the well bottom). Their
collective accumulation will push the water level down until the entire column is filled with CO2
and a high pressure (>50 bars) at the wellhead is observed as it was at Cranfield, MS. The well
design available to us show that the deep well would be built to oil and gas industry standards
and able to withstand large pressures and to contain all the CO2 originating from the injection
formation. If an important objective is to remotely detect arrival of the dissolved plume without
sampling it with a U-tube-like technology, enhanced free convection is to be considered. It can
be achieved by technological solutions such as using larger diameter tubing or removing the
tubing all together. A wellhead pressure gauge will show the arrival of the arrival of the freephase plume but will miss the dissolved plume.
Note that, in the no-tubing case, free convection might then also occur in the headspace, which
could be inconvenient. Our combined inverse modeling and machine learning algorithm to
reconstruct conditions at the water / headspace interface make use of gas concentration variations
along a vertical stratified profile. Small convection cells in the headspace would smear the
theoretically stratified profile and add noise to the data. On the other hand, if the headspace free
convection is so strong that the headspace can be considered well mixed and at equilibrium with
the dissolved concentration at the interface, only one probe is needed. Technological solutions
such as adding (flexible) baffles to suppress convection (e.g., Vroblesky et al., 2007) or systems
to force a well-mixed headspace through forced convection or operational solutions, i.e.,
convection-free headspace and more stable conditions in the summertime, are also possible.
In both cases, multiple probes are needed in the headspace to collect gas concentration and
accurate temperature measurements. Whether the cap of the shallow wells is tight enough to
assume a closed top boundary is mostly a design issue. Newell et al. (2013) demonstrated in their
recent VOC study that it is an achievable goal. Tightness of the cap can be assessed by
comparing water level variations and atmospheric fluctuations. Other related solutions can be
devised as well, for example, inserting a small tube from the wellhead to below the air-water
interface (Newell et al., 2013, p.12) that would be connected to a gas probe to directly assess
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CO2 concentration at the top of the water column. Examples of other design choices could be to
have no above-ground riser and to use an awning to limit radiative heat.
The overall recommendation forward is to not instrument the deep monitoring well with gas
probes, only pressure and temperature probes, in both the headspace and water column and
relying on more classical tools such as U-tube technology to access fluid behavior and their
geochemistry in the injection formation. We also concluded that headspace monitoring of the
shallow wells is not a mature technology and that a sound M&V program cannot rely solely on it
under the current state of knowledge. However, in the context of a research program, it would be
useful to collect data from gas probes located in the headspace along a vertical profile with
temperature and pressure sensors. This, combined with monitoring of environmental conditions
at the surface and in the soil and with periodic sampling of the water column for dissolved gas,
would bring a definite answer on the chances of improving the technology.
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8 Appendix A: Headspace direct modeling
In this section we introduce a Matlab model and present some results. A shorter version of this
material was published as an extended abstract at the GHGT14 conference (October 2018,
Australia) untitled “Multi-Component Gas Transport: A Numerical Approach to Head-Gas
Sampling” by Kamali and Hosseini (2019).
The basic idea is to understand the distribution of each gas component in the headspace (i.e., in
the gas phase) along a wellbore profile in a multi-component system for a variety of boundary
conditions. In a second step (Appendix B), we will investigate how knowledge of
concentrations/partial pressures of gas phase components at discrete locations in the wellbore
(i.e., sampling at 2 locations) can constrain some of the boundary conditions, in particular, the
conditions at the well water – headspace gas interface.
The basis of the numerical model is the transient Advection-Diffusion Equation (ADE), which is
developed for the multi-component gas transfer along the headspace of a simplified wellbore
(Figure 42). The gas mixture consists of air (O2 + N2), CH4, CO2, and traces of water. Gas bulk
movement is attributed to the total pressure gradient (advection) whereas component-wise
transfer is caused by partial pressure gradients (diffusion). The gas flow is assumed to be 1-D in
the vertical direction and any radial movements are neglected.

Figure 42. . Schematic of the wellbore headspace with two sampling points along the headspace
at L/3 and 2L/3. Top boundary is closed. Constant CO2 flux at the bottom.

8.1 Model Development
Going back to basic principles, gas transport in the wellbore is governed by two processes:
advection, which involves gas bulk movement and is caused by the total pressure (total gas
concentration) gradient along the wellbore and diffusion which is triggered by partial pressure
gradients (e.g., Scanlon et al., 2002). The gas bulk movement is termed “advection” in this
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appendix but could also be termed “bulk diffusive flux”, it has also been variously called
“nonequimolar flux” or “diffusive slip flux”. It must not be confused with regular advection due
to external pressure gradients. It is our interest to track the flow and concentration of each gas
component in addition to the total gas flow. In such a system we use interchangeably
concentration and partial pressure as they simply and linearly related through the Ideal Gas Law,
strictly valid at low pressures. The mass conservation for 1-D system may be expressed for each
component as follows:
ci J i

 Fi
t
z

(i  1, 2,..., Nc )

(1)

where ci is the mole concentration of component i, Ji is the molar flux of component i, Fi is the
sink/source term, and Nc is the number of gas components. The flux term, J, is composed of the
advection and diffusion term:
Ji  Jiadv  Jidiff

(2)

We turn our attention to diffusion. Gas diffusion is modeled using Fick’s law with an adjustment
of the diffusion coefficients. For a binary gas mixture diffuse flux is written:
J i diff   D

ci
z

(3)

where D is the diffusion coefficient for a binary gas mixture. To account for the interaction of
different gas components in multi-component gas systems, the diffusion coefficient, D, is
replaced with an effective diffusion coefficient which is defined as (Wilke, 1950):
Dieff 

1  xi
Nc



xj

j 1
i j

(4)

Dij

where xi is mole fraction of component i and Nc is the number of components. The binary
coefficient, Dij, is calculated using a correlation proposed by Reid et al. (1977).
Dij  CT 1.75

(M i  M j ) / M i M j



p 3 Vi  3 V j



(4b)

2

where T is the temperature, p is the pressure, M is the molecular weight, V is the molecular
diffusion volumes (Taylor and Krishna, 1993), and C is a constant (1.013×10-2).
Whereas diffusion involves flow of individual gas components, advection concerns flow of a gas
mixture as a whole. Therefore, advection equations are generally derived for the gas mixture and
is then decomposed into component-wise flow as follows:
Jiadv  xi J adv  xi cu

(5)

where c is the total gas concentration and u is the fluid velocity. A Darcy-type flow is then used
to express the gas velocity in terms of concentration/pressure:
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u

k p  g
( 
)
 z A

(6)

where  is the gas viscosity and A the area open to flow. Darcy’s Law is valid in this case
because it is not specific of porous media but rather represents a system for which inertial force
terms can be neglected (~Re<1-10) (Bear, 1972). In addition, it should be noted that the
gravitational forces (second term on the right-hand-side) are neglected given the relatively low
gas densities. For an ideal gas (for which partial pressure and concentration are linearly related)
inside the wellbore with k=r2 /8 (Bird et al., 2002 or Bird, 1960, p.46), the final advection
equation can be expressed as follows:
J iadv  

2
rwb
RT
c
xi c
8
z

(7)

where rwb is the wellbore radius, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature.
The advection-diffusion equation is obtained by combining the mass conservation equation and
each of the advection and diffusion equations. The ADE in the conservative form reads:
2
ci  
rwb
RT
c 
eff ci
   Di

xi c   Fi
t z 
z
8
z 

(8)

By separating terms this equation can be expressed as follows:
2
ci   eff ci    rwb
RT c 
  Di
ci   Fi
  
t z 
z  z  8
z 

(9)

It should be noted that the advection term includes both the component and total concentration in
its formulation as it appears in Eq. 9. A closer look at the advection term reveals that the
advective flux is governed by the total pressure gradient as opposed to the diffusive flux which is
controlled by the partial pressure gradients. Therefore, one can expect diffusion of individual
components even if the bulk gas is at rest. A proper set of initial and boundary conditions has to
be imposed in order to solve the ADE. The wellhead (Z=L) is assumed to be closed and therefore
a no-flow boundary condition is prescribed at the top of the wellbore.

ci
z

0

(10)

z  L

where L is the wellbore height measured from the gas-water contact at the bottom of the
headspace to the wellhead. Two types of boundary conditions are used for the downhole gaswater contact: (a) constant partial pressure (concentration) of the gas components:

ci (0, t )  ci0

(i  1,2..., Nc )

or

(11a)

(b) a flux boundary condition which is defined as follows:
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J i (0, t )  J i0

(11b)

8.2 Numerical Implementation
Diffusion term
The diffusion term is discretized using a central difference scheme. It is a customary of flow
problems to write the flux equations at the grid boundaries (Figure 43). The first term on the
right-hand-side of Eq. 9 can therefore be discretized as follows:
  eff
 Di
z 

c 
 eff ci 

  Dieff i 
 Di

ci  
z  k 1 / 2 
z  k 1 / 2

z 
z

(12)

where k is the cell index and i is the gas component index. This type of discretization is
convenient for second order differential equations as the difference terms at the gird boundaries
(k-1/2, k+1/2) can be further expanded in terms of quantities at the neighboring cells:
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 Dieff
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z
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cik  cik 1
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(13)

Figure 43. Schematic of the fluxes at grid boundaries. k represents cell indices.
The diffusion coefficients at grid boundaries are simply the average of the coefficients of two
adjacent cells. The time indexing and choice of implicit and explicit formulation will be
discussed after temporal discretization.
After re-arranging, the discretized diffusion term can be expressed as follows:
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A verification of the diffusion model is done next (Figure 44). The problem of transient
degassing in vacuum is solved numerically and is compared with an analytical solution of this
problem (Balluffi et al. 2005):
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(15)

with c0  1.0 , D  1.0 x10 4 m2/s, and L=50m and subject to the following boundary conditions:
c(0, t )  c( L, t )  0

Figure 44. Degassing in a finite pipe. Comparison between numerical and analytical results.
(d=days)
Advection term
The advection term is somewhat trickier than the diffusion equation and requires special
attention. The advection equation that was derived in this study includes a variable velocity term
c
(
) that depends on the total gas concentration (pressure) gradient. The advection equation
z
behaves well when considering total gas concentration/pressure rather than component
concentrations. Hence, the advection equation is solved in two steps; first, the problem is solved
for the total gas concentration in order to find the velocity profiles, then the obtained velocities
are used to find the component concentrations, ci . An equivalent advection equation is used in
terms of the total gas concentration as follows:

c   c 
  c 
t z  z 

(16)

where,



2
rwb
RT
8

(17)

Using finite difference and writing the flux terms at the grid boundary:
n 1

n 1
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which can be further expanded to get:
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by separating terms and re-arranging:
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ckn11

Given the nonlinearity of the original advection equation and the fact that the coefficients are
evaluated at the current time step, an iterative scheme is required to solve Eq. 20. The
concentrations from the previous time step, serves as the initial guess for the current time step.
Once the new concentrations (trial) are found, the coefficients are updated. The iterations are
repeated until the desired tolerance is met. The computational steps are summarized in Figure 45.

Figure 45. Flowchart for the iterative scheme for solving the advection-diffusion equation. h
indicates iterations index and n indicates actual time steps index.
Using the calculated gas concentrations in the previous part, the velocity profiles can be
calculated. The velocity profile is then used in the advection equation to find the gas
components’ concentrations. The upwind scheme used to find the concentrations is as follows:
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z

which is the discretized form of the advection term in Eq. 9.

8.3 Closed system with constant flux
Base case
A few numerical examples are presented in this section to illustrate the key characteristics of the
advection and diffusion mechanisms. The first example simulates a 5-component gas transport
along a vertical wellbore in a closed well with a CO2 source at the bottom of the well (Figure
42), that is, CO2 bubbles at the bottom of the well at a constant flux of 1.76×10-3 gr CO2/m2.s.
This rate is consistent with a rate we observed in a shallow water well with bubbling dissolved
gas at 0.67x10-3 gr CH4/m2.s (Nicot et al., 2017c, 2015) equivalent to 1.8×10-3 gr CO2/m2.s. The
other relevant parameters are: initial pressure at 100 kPa (atmospheric), temperature of 10°C
(283 K), a wellbore radius of 0.25 m with a height of 50 m. The initial condition is as follows (in
mol/m3):
ci  (cO2 , cN2 , cH 2O , cCO2 , cCH 4 )  (10.20,35.70,1.02, 2.04, 2.04)
ci  (cO2 , cN2 , cH 2O , cCO2 , cCH 4 )  (5.10,5.10,5.10,12.75, 22.95)

(0  z  L, t  0)
( z  0, t  0)

(22)

The following boundary conditions are applied to the system,
J CO2

z o

J

0

zL

 4  105 mol / m2 .s  1.76  103 gr / m2 .s

(23)

Gas mole fractions are obtained at two sampling points in the wellbore and plotted in Figure 46.
The overall trend of the mole fraction plots shows more impact of diffusive transport than it does
to that of advection. Nonetheless, the upper sampling point has a longer stagnant period during
which the mole fractions show insignificant changes. Figure 46c shows that the variation of mole
fractions are relatively smooth at the end of simulation after 1 year. This profile is similar to the
concentration profile obtained using a diffusion model.
The sharp changes of mole fraction that are often encountered due to advection is not observed in
this example which underscores the role of diffusion in smoothing the mole fraction profile along
the wellbore. Another representation of the results is shown in Figure 47. The contour plots for
CO2 concentration shows that they change smoothly along the wellbore with no signs of abrupt
changes. This could be attributed to contribution of the diffusive flow which causes gradual
changes as opposed to the shock-front type changes caused by advection.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 46. Variation of gas mole fractions at the sampling points (a) Z=L/3 and (b) Z=2L/3 with
respect to time (Z=0 at bottom); (c) gas concentration profiles for different gas components at
t=0 and (d) t=365 days
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Figure 47. CO2 concentration contours using the coupled advection-diffusion model.
Pure diffusive vs. pure advective flow
In order to better understand respective contributions of advection and diffusion, we solve the
AD equation with only one of the mechanisms active: pure diffusive flow and pure advective
flow. Although not physically possible, the analysis allows for studying the impact of each
mechanism separately.
To identify the key behaviors of the diffusion model, the advection terms are neglected and the
transport problem is solved using only the diffusion model. Figure 48 shows the mole fraction
profile for different gas components at the beginning and the end of the simulation. It can be
observed in this figure that the mole fraction of CO2 is high at the gas-water contact zone (Z=0).
The mole fraction of other components, on the other hand, is lower than their initial values (t=0).
It is worth noticing that the changes of the mole fractions are more pronounced in the vicinity of
the gas-water contact. Moreover, the variation of the mole fractions are relatively smooth along
the wellbore.
Figure 49 shows the variation of the gas mole fractions at two sampling points during the
simulation. This figure shows that the gas mole fractions remain unchanged at earlier stages.
This stagnancy period appears to be longer for the upper sampling point (Z=2L/3) which is
farther away from the source. CO2 mole fraction, then, starts to increase which is due to the
continuous influx of CO2 at the bottom of the well.
Figure 50 shows the CO2 concentration profiles due to pure diffusive flow. It can be observed
that the concentration changes smoothly and gradually without any sudden shocks. This, in fact,
is one of the key characteristics of the diffusive flow.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 48. Mole fraction profiles for different components along the wellbore. (a) initial mole
fractions and (b) mole fraction profile after 1 year.

(a)

(b)

Figure 49. Variation of the mole fractions at two sampling locations (a) Z=L/3 and (b) Z=2L/3
throughout the simulation (Z=0 is bottom).
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Figure 50. CO2 concentration contours due to diffusion at different times.
A similar analysis is conducted for the case of pure advection in the absence of diffusion.
Figure 51 shows the gas mole fractions at two time slices at the beginning and after one year. It
can be seen in this figure that the mole fraction profiles are vastly different from those obtained
in the previous analysis (i.e. diffusion). Unlike the smooth variation of mole fractions in the case
of pure diffusion, gas transport due to advection results in shock-front type profiles. Continuous
flux of CO2 into the wellbore causes an increase in the mole of fraction of CO2 behind the front
and a reduction in other components as CO2 sweep them toward the wellhead.
The variation of mole fractions in the sampling points are shown in Figure 52. It can be observed
in this figure that the mole fractions remain unchanged at the upper sampling point implying that
the front has not reach that point. The lower sampling point, however, shows some changes after
about 200 days. At this point, CO2 fraction starts to increase causing a reduction in the fraction
of other components.
To facilitate visualizing the CO2 front movement, the concentration profile is plotted at different
times in Figure 53. One can easily spot the differences between this plot and the one
corresponding to the pure diffusion case. As mentioned earlier, the advective flow causes a front
movement which, in turn, leads to sharp changes of concentration in the vicinity of the shock
front.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 51. Mole fraction plots for different gas components. The changes of mole fractions are
due to advection at (a) t=0 and (b) t=365 d

(a)

(b)

Figure 52. Variation of gas mole fractions due to advection at two sampling points (a) Z=L/3 and
(b) Z=2L/3 (Z=0 is bottom).
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Figure 53. CO2 concentration contours due to advection at different times.
Impact of CO2 flux
In this section, we investigate the impact of CO2 flux (bottom boundary condition) on
contributions of advection and diffusion. Figure 54 shows the mole fractions of CO2 and CH4
after 20 days and the contribution of each transport mechanism in addition to that obtained with
the coupled AD model. The mole fractions calculated by the diffusion and the advection models
are significantly different. The overall results from the AD model appear to be similar to that of
the diffusion model. It should be emphasized that the diffusive flow occurs in this example while
there is an advective velocity. Therefore, the gas bulk is not at rest as one would expect for a
pure diffusive flow. The mole fraction profiles are plotted for the same CO2 flux after 365 days
in Figure 55. The figure also shows that the result of the AD model resembles that of the
diffusion model. This behavior implies that transport by diffusion is the dominant mechanism in
this particular example with a relatively low CO2 flux.
We then conducted a sensitivity analysis on the CO2 flux to examine its impact on the relative
contributions of the advection and diffusion mechanisms in a coupled AD model. CO2 fluxes
used in this example are increased from 4 105 mol / m2.s ( 1.76 103 gr / m2.s ) to 1103 mol / m2.s (
4.4 102 gr / m2.s ). The rest of the parameters are similar to the ones used in the base case.

With a higher CO2 flux at the bottom of the well, the short-term results in Figure 56 reveals that
the gas transport is advection-dominated given the similarity between the AD results and the
pure advective results. The dominance of advection at early times in this example is believed to
be due to the higher CO2 flux which causes significant bulk gas flow. Gas mole fractions are
plotted after 365 days in Figure 57. This figure shows that the AD results are more similar to the
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diffusion results. Although, short-term behavior was dominated by advection, diffusion seems to
take over and become significant at later stages.

(a)

(b)

Figure 54. (a) CO2 and (b) CH4 mole fractions along the wellbore for different transport
mechanisms and the coupled AD model after 20 days (J=1.76x10-3 gr/m2.s –low flux).

(a)

(b)

Figure 55. (a) CO2 and (b) CH4 mole fractions along the wellbore for different transport
mechanisms and the coupled AD model after 365 days (J=1.76x10-3 gr/m2s –low flux).
Advection means that the diffusion term in the AD equation is neglected and conversely
diffusion means that the advection term is neglected.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 56. (a) CO2 and (b) CH4 mole fractions along the wellbore for different transport
mechanisms and the coupled AD model after 20 days (J=4.40x10-2 gr/m2s –high flux).

(a)

(b)

Figure 57. (a) CO2 and (b) CH4 mole fractions along the wellbore for different transport
mechanisms and the coupled AD model after 365 days (J=4.40x10-2 gr/m2s –high flux).
A multi-component gas transport model with coupled advection-diffusion model is solved
numerically using finite difference schemes in order to capture the transient behavior of gas
transport inside the wellbore. The results indicate that the overall transport behavior has the
characteristics of both mechanisms (i.e., diffusion, and advection). The transport is diffusiondominated with smoother variations of concentrations/mole fractions when CO2 flux is smaller,
the most likely occurrence in practical cases. On the other hand, advection prevails at higher CO2
fluxes.

8.4 Closed system with constant concentration
In a maybe more realistic example, the variation of CO2 concentration is monitored when this
component is in equilibrium with the water and therefore has a constant concentration at the
interface. The initial condition is similar to the previous examples. In essence, a constant CO2
flux corresponds to a bubbling well releasing CO2 at a constant rate whereas a constant
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concentration corresponds to a more subdued case in which the gas phase in the headspace is at
equilibrium with the water concentration at the interface. Only one component (i.e. CO2) is in
equilibrium with the water. This translates to a Dirichlet boundary condition which reads:
cCO2

z 0

 cst

t0

(24)

where cst means constant. Figure 58 shows the mole fraction of different components along the
wellbore. There is a higher fraction of CO2 at the bottom of the well and it decreases toward the
wellhead. It is worth noticing that the mole fraction of CO2 is decreased from its initial value of
xCO2=0.25 (cCO2=12.75 mol/m3). Although, the concentration of this component is constant
during the simulation, its mole fraction could change as a result of the diffusion of other
components into the first cell (Z=0).

Figure 58. Mole fraction profile for different gas components. CO2 is in equilibrium with the
water and therefore has a constant concentration at the interface throughout the simulation.
CO2 concentration is shown at different times in Figure 59. This figures shows the initial
concentration as well as the concentration at later times. It could be observed that, as expected,
the concentration remains constant at the gas-water interface. It should be noted that CO2
concentration can buildup at the wellhead since the wellhead is closed.
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Figure 59. CO2 concentration along the wellbore at different times.

8.5 Closed system = pressure increase
Wellhead pressure is obtained using the diffusion model with different boundary conditions. The
pressure data for the constant flux and constant concentration (at the water-gas interface) is
shown in Figure 60. CO2 concentration is maintained at its initial value (i.e. 12.75 mol/m3) in the
first cell (Z=0) for the case of constant concentration. In the second case, the specified CO2 flux
at the gas-water interface is 4×10-5 mol/m2.s. The figure shows that the pressure variation is
negligible for the first 100 days. This could be attributed to the nature of diffusion which is a
relatively slow process. Moreover, for this particular set of parameters, the pressure buildup is
higher when constant flux is prescribed at the bottom of the well.
In a similar analysis, the wellhead pressure is calculated using different transport mechanisms
and compared to one another. This example is run using constant CO2 flux similar to the one
used in the previous examples. Figure 61 shows the recorded pressure at the wellhead
corresponding to different transport mechanisms. It can be observed in the figure that the
pressure rises almost instantly in the pure advection case whereas the pressure buildup is much
slower in the case of pure diffusion. It appears that the combined effect, namely, advectiondiffusion has a similar pressure response to the advection case.
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Figure 60. Comparison between the wellhead pressure data (z= L) for the case of diffusion under
constant downhole concentration and constant flux.

Figure 61. Wellhead (Z=L) pressure obtained using different transport mechanisms under
constant CO2 flux.
Our results indicate that advection prevails in the presence of a continuous charge of gaseous
fluids at the bottom of the wells which causes bulk gas movement. Diffusion, on the other hand,
was found to be an important mechanism when the gas bulk is at rest or very small flow rates of
leakage exist (i.e., mass introduced to the headspace is small).
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9 Appendix B: Headspace inverse modeling
Monitoring headspace gas usually involves some sensors recording concentration of various
gases (CO2, CH4, H2O, etc.). The challenge is to determine other characteristics of the detected
gases, such as their sources’ location and dispersion speed. Inverse modeling is the traditional
approach that can be complemented by more advanced machine learning black-box type methods
such as model-free Blind Source Separation (BSS) (Cichocki et al., 2009; Paatero and Tapper,
1994). They analyze the recorded signals without the aid of information (or with very little
information) on the physics of the advection-diffusion mechanism. BSS approaches cannot
predict the important transport properties of gas since these methods do not consider the physics
of the problems but they can be guided by it.
In this section, we explore an approach combining inverse modeling and machine learning to
determine the source and transport properties of the CO2. We investigate the approach by
considering synthetic cases of the advection-diffusion mechanism, on one hand, and use the BSS
method to analyze the concentration profiles and predict CO2 transport properties, on the other
hand. We generate several synthetic concentration profiles in the monitoring wellbore with
different numbers of detectors. The detectors are arranged in various configurations and they
record CO2 concentration over time. We show that combining the physics-based modeling and
semi-supervised clustering BSS method enable us to predict the dispersion properties of CO2 in
the headspace of monitoring wells.

9.1 Dual and combined approaches
9.1.1 Physics-based modeling
The governing equation of gas transport for the non-reactive gas species (CO2, CH4, N2, O2 and
H2O) is given as follows:
𝜕𝐶
+ 𝑣∇𝐶 = 𝐷∇2 𝐶 + 𝑞
𝜕𝑡
where, C is the concentration, 𝑣 is advection velocity and 𝐷 is diffusion, 𝑞 represents possible
source/sink term. Due to the thermal gradient, 𝐷 is strictly a function of temperature and hence
depth, but here we assumed that 𝐷 and 𝑣 are both constant parameters in both the numerical and
analytical solutions. We also assumed a one dimensional system which is justified when
comparing the length of headspace with the diameter of the monitoring well (large aspect ratio
L/d>1). One dimensional transport equation for a single species becomes:
𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝐶
𝜕 2𝐶
+𝑣
=𝐷 2
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
A well-known solution is (e.g., Ogata and Banks, 1961; Fetter, 1992, p.58; Knox et al., 1993.
p.66):
𝐶(𝑡, 𝑧) =

𝐶0
𝑧 − 𝑣𝑡
𝑣𝑧
𝑧 + 𝑣𝑡
[𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 (
) + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 ( ) 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 (
)]
2
𝐷
2√𝐷𝑡
2√𝐷𝑡

with an initial condition of no CO2 at time 0 (𝐶(0, 𝑧) = 0), bottom boundary condition at the
headspace-water interface of a constant CO2 concentration (𝐶(𝑡, 0) = 𝐶0 ) and top boundary
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condition at the wellhead of no CO2 (𝐶(𝑡, 𝐿) = 0). We assume that headspace is long enough
that, at the wellhead, the concentration of CO2 will remain close to zero. The assumption is not
entirely unrealistic as shown in Appendix A. There are compilations of analytical solutions to the
PDE above under more complex boundary conditions (i.e., van Genuchten and Alves, 1982).
In general, the solution of the previous PDE equation can be written in terms of a Green function
(e.g., Murray-Bruce and Dragotti, 2014), an artifice useful in this study:
𝐶(𝑡, 𝑧) = ∫ 𝑑𝜏 𝑑𝜁𝐺(𝑥 − 𝜁, 𝑡 − 𝜏)𝑞(𝜁, 𝜏)
Thus, the concentration resulting from 𝑁𝑠 sources can be written in term of green function:
𝑁𝑠

𝐶(𝑡, 𝑧) = ∑ 𝐺(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑠 , 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑠 )𝑞𝑠
𝑠=1

where 𝑥𝑠 is the location of the sources (if other sources rather than water/gas interface) and 𝑡𝑠 is
release time of the source.
9.1.2 Semi-supervised clustering approach
In the field of machine learning, BSS is a time-series analysis method that consists in recovering,
from a finite set of recorded data, the contributions of various source/sink terms independently
from the physics of the problem with no or limited knowledge about the sources/sinks (Figure
62). Such methods have been used for source/sink identification and characterization in
monitoring systems.

Figure 62. General schematic of Blind Source Separation (BSS)
Separation of sources of signals using detectors is a well-known problem in signal processing
and time-series analysis. Using bling source (signal) separation (BSS) approaches we can
identify sources from a set of mixed signals recorded by an array of detectors. Several methods
have been proposed to perform BSS which include: Principal components analysis (Serviere and
Fabry, 2005), Singular value decomposition (Wall et al., 2003), Non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) and others. Cichocki et al. (2009) introduced the application of NMF to BSS
in signal processing. In NMF, we decompose the data matrix (𝑉𝑛 (𝑡)) as a product of two matrices
𝑊 and 𝐻 which can have only non-negative elements. Since the nature of signals usually include
some noises, we consider that some 𝑉 = 𝑊 ∗ 𝐻 + 𝜖. 𝑉 is the observation matrix which includes
all the data coming from different detectors. For each detector, we can decompose the observed
signal as
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𝑛

𝑣𝑖𝑘 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗 ∗ ℎ𝑗 (𝑘) + 𝜖𝑖 (𝑘)
𝑗=1

where, 𝑖 = 1, … 𝑚 and 𝑘 represents the discrete time instances. The objective is to estimate 𝑣𝑖𝑘
and ℎ𝑗 (𝑘) with the nonnegativity constraint. Lee and Seung (1999) introduced an algorithm for
performing NMF. We use the same algorithm to perform NMF (Figure 63). We initialize 𝑤𝑖𝑗
with random non-negative 𝑞𝑠 and also use green function to initialize ℎ𝑗 (𝑘). 𝜖𝑖 (𝑘) is any noise
associated with the data.

Figure 63. Iterative algorithm NMF (modified from Lee and Seung, 1999)
Current applications of BSS assume that the noise source is a Gaussian white noise (Cardoso,
1998), however, the method might be useful in exploring systems with other types of noises.
Blind signal separation (BSS) is a general approach in which consists of recovering unobserved
signals from an array of observed mixed signals. The recorded signals are obtained by a set of
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detectors, where each detector records a mixture of source signals which can include the noise.
In all cases, there is no information about the mixture nor about the individual sources (Cardoso,
1998). In our approach, we combine the BSS with the inverse modeling in which we have
information about the physics of the problem, however, we do not know the characteristics of the
sources. BSS problem is that it is under-determined problem in which we have fewer equation
than the number of unknowns. In solving BSS in headspace, even if we set the number of
sources to be 1, H and W remain unknown and we need to perform the iterative procedure in
Figure 1 to find appropriate H and W. The values of H are determined based on the analytical
solution (green function) of the problem and thus depends on the boundary conditions. For
systems in which the analytical solution is known, the procedure described in this study will
work and source characterization and identification does not depend on the boundary condition.
Changing boundary condition only changes the values of H.
BSS assumes that there exist m statistically independent observed time-series 𝑉(𝑖) =
[𝑣1 (𝑖), 𝑣2 (𝑖), … , 𝑣𝑚 (𝑖)] and m mixtures of unknown time-series 𝐻(𝑖) = [ℎ1 (𝑖), ℎ2 (𝑖), … , ℎ𝑚 (𝑖)]
blended by unknown mixing matrix 𝑊(𝑖) = [𝑤1 (𝑖), 𝑤2 (𝑖), … , 𝑤𝑚 (𝑖)]. Thus any detector at time
t records the following:
𝑉𝑛 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑊𝑛,𝑠 𝐻𝑠 (𝑡) + 𝜖𝑛 (𝑡)
𝑠

where 𝜖𝑛 (𝑡) denotes possible noise in the measurements. Non-negative Matrix Factorization
(NMF) is usually used to solve this BSS problem (Cichocki et al., 2009; Paatero and Tapper,
1994). For simple problems, in which the number of sources and the strength of the sources are
known, analytical or numerical solutions of the advection-diffusion equation could be enough to
solve the problem. However, the current headspace gas monitoring problem is a more complex
inverse problem which includes determining the characteristics of an unknown number of
sources based on the mixtures of concentration profiles recorded by a single or multiple detectors
at various locations. Since all concentrations are non-negative times-series NMF appears to be a
good match for this BSS problem. Based on the analytical solution of one dimensional
advection–diffusion equation, at times 𝑡 ( 𝑡 = 1 , 2 , . . . , 𝑇 ) and at the locations of each of the N
detectors ( 𝑥𝑠 , 𝑠 = 1 , 2 , . . . , 𝑁), and source strengths 𝑞𝑠 to solve the BSS problem. The NMFtype minimization problem resulted from our definition of advection-diffusion transport can be
written as follows:
𝑁𝑠

𝑉𝑛 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑊𝑠 𝐻𝑠 (𝑡) + 𝜖𝑛 (𝑡); 𝑡 = 1 , 2 , . . . , 𝑇
𝑠=1

where we can substitute: 𝑊𝑠 = 𝑞𝑠 and 𝐻𝑠 (𝑡) with analytical solution of the advection-diffusion
equation (for example: 𝐻𝑠 (𝑡) =

𝐶0
2

𝑧−𝑣𝑡

𝑣𝑧

𝑧+𝑣𝑡

[𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 (2√𝐷𝑡) + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 ( 𝐷 ) 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 (2√𝐷𝑡)]).

The goal of the minimization procedure is to obtain the transport properties of CO2 in the
headspace and physical properties of the source/sink in the system. This information is used then
to reconstruct the observed concentration time-series in detectors. We use a nonlinear leastsquares method to carry out the procedure and minimize the following cost function:
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𝑁𝑠
𝑇
𝑂 = ∑𝑁
𝑛=1 ∑𝑡=1 (𝑉𝑛 (𝑡) − ∑𝑠=1 𝑊𝑠 𝐻𝑠 (𝑡))

2

In the present case of monitoring wells, the number of sources is known (and equal to one) and
the problem is easier to solve. First, from the best solution of the minimization procedure (with
fixed 𝑁𝑠 = 1), we would extract the desired estimates of the physical parameters, and then solve
the inverse problem.

9.2 Method
The first step is to apply the method to simple synthetic cases. We assume the headspace system
has various source/sink and detector configurations (Figure 64). We assume that the velocity in
the advection term and diffusion coefficient in the diffusion term are constant through the
wellbore. Now, based on the analytical solution of the 1-D advection-diffusion equation and
adding Gaussian noise we construct the observational matrices, 𝑉𝑛 (𝑡), based on the assumption
that CO2 flows into the headspace at the water/gas interface (one source with known location,
𝑥 = 0) and four detectors recording the synthetic data.
Initially we assign random values to unknown transport parameters, then the minimization
proceeds by changing and modifying the values of the unknown parameters until one of the
following criteria is satisfied: the l2-norm of the rate of change in cost function slows down or
the maximum number of iterations is reached. For each minimization run, M simulations are
performed (M depends on the number of detectors, usually M<10,000). Then, we gradually
pruned the simulations, guided by the quality of the BSS clustering.

Formation water

Figure 64. Headspace schematic and arrangement of source/sink and four detectors.
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If CO2 input stops for a period of time or if CO2 comes in into the wellbore from a different
location (say, the wellhead from the atmosphere or from the soil), the sources are unknown
(number, strength and location of sources), thus perdition is more challenging. In such cases, a
naive approach would be a Breadth-first search algorithm to examine all possible solutions and
then use reconstruction error to estimate the number of sources. We use a custom semisupervised clustering algorithm for prediction of number of unknown sources. We explore
consecutively all possible numbers of sources by performing N sets of M minimizations with
random guess of unknown transport properties, and then evaluate the accuracy of each solution.
Each run contains a set of 𝑈𝑖 with M minimization solutions:
𝑀
𝑈𝑖 = ([(𝑥, 𝑞)1𝑖 , ([𝑥, 𝐷)1𝑖 ], … , [(𝑥, 𝑞)𝑀
𝑖 , ([𝑥, 𝐷)𝑖 ])

𝑈𝑖 contains the transport properties of CO2 in the headspace and a k-means clustering algorithm
assigns each of the components of the M to one of the 𝑖 clusters containing the locations and
strength of the sources. In addition to reconstruction error, we also use the Silhouette width of
the clusters to indicate the accuracy of the clustering. After the clustering, we compute the
Silhouette widths of the clusters and construct their average Silhouette width. This average
Silhouette width is a quantitative measure of how separable, and thus how reproducible the
average solutions (the centroids of the clusters) for each 𝑖 are. We select 𝑁𝑠 to be equal to the
number of sources that accurately reconstruct the observations (i.e., their average reconstruction
error is small enough) while clustering of solutions is sufficiently robust (i.e., the average
Silhouette width is close to 1). An automatic selection procedure can also be formulated with the
help of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). We compare the models with different number
of sources 𝑖 by calculating (for each 𝑖 separately) the value:
𝑂𝑖
𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 2 𝑝 − 2 𝑙𝑛 (𝐿 ) = 2[ 𝑖 (3 + 𝑁)] + 𝑁𝑡 ln( )
𝑁𝑡
The AIC is a standard measure of the relative quality of statistical models, which takes into
account both the likelihood function and the degrees of freedom needed to achieve this level of
likelihood.

9.3 Results of the Ogata and Banks solution
Now, we apply the procedure to estimate the accuracy of the algorithm to estimate the transport
properties in a headspace with four detectors. Source is located at the interface of the water and
gas and detectors are located at 𝑥 = 𝐿/10, 𝐿/4, 3𝐿/4,95𝐿/100, where 𝐿 = 20 (m) is the length
of the headspace. We mimic the current Glenhaven data by using one year of hourly synthetic
data. Figure 65 shows the average reconstruction error obtained for different number of sources.
We assumed that the CO2 diffusion coefficient in air is 1.6×10-5m2/s.
Figure 65 demonstrates that with the increase of the number of possible sources, the
reconstruction error grows, while the Silhouette width of the clusters decreases. Silhouette width
is maximum for 𝑁𝑠 = 1. The minimization approach estimated for the advection velocity is v =
0.14 cm/day, very close to the value used to create the synthetic data, and diffusion coefficient of
1.3×10-5m2/s. The real concentration at the interface was C0=6.8×10-3mol/L and the estimated
source concentration is C0=7.1×10-3mol/L.
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Figure 65. Reconstruction error (left) and the average Silhouette width (right) for the case of four
detectors and a single source. Ns is number of sources.
Figure 66 shows the comparison between reconstructed and observed (generated) concentration
profiles for a monitoring system with four detectors and only one source at the water/gas
interface in the well. The method correctly selects only one source, and the transport properties
and concentration profiles are in agreement. We repeat the same procedure for systems with
various configurations of detectors (Table 1).
Table 1. Configuration of detectors in headspace.
4D1S
3D1S
2D1S
1D1S
1D1S

D4 x
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

D3 x
0.25
0.25

D2 x
0.50

D1 x
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95

First, we use three detectors, one close to the well head and two close to the water/gas interface.
The resulted error and concentrations profiles are shown in Figure 67 and Figure 68,
respectively. For two detectors system, we have one detector at top and one at the bottom of the
headspace. Again, our method was able to estimate the transport properties and concentration
profiles (Figure 69 and Figure 70). As we remove the number of detectors, the error increases.
We also repeat the procedure for one detector. First we put the detector near the water/gas
interface. Our optimization procedure was able to estimate the transport properties and
concentration profiles with one detector (Figure 71). We, then, place the detector at the top of the
well and far from the source. This last configuration resulted in a high error although some
properties were estimated (Figure 72).
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Time (days)
Note: Detector 4 is a the bottom of the headspace
Figure 66. Comparison between concentration profiles generated from the exact solution with
white noise at 10-3 (selected blue markers, only 1 out of 24 data points/day plotted) at four
sensors and observations reconstructed by our approach (solid line).

Figure 67. Reconstruction error (left) and the average Silhouette width (right) for the case of
three detectors and a single source.
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Time (days)
Note: Detector 1 is a the top of the headspace

Figure 68. Comparison between concentration profiles generated from the exact solution white
noise at 10-3 (selected blue markers) at three sensors and observations reconstructed by our
approach (solid line).

Figure 69. Reconstruction error (left) and the average Silhouette width (right) for the case of two
detectors and a single source.
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Time (days)
Note: Detector 1 is a the top of the headspace

Figure 70. Comparison between concentration profiles generated with noise at 10-3 (selected blue
marker) at two sensors and observations reconstructed by our approach (solid line).

Time (days)

Figure 71. Comparison between concentration profiles generated with noise at 10-3 (selected blue
markers) at one detector near the water/gas interface and observations reconstructed by our
approach (solid line).

Time (days)

Figure 72. Comparison between concentration profiles generated with noise at 10-3 (selected blue
markers) at one detector far from the water/gas interface and observations reconstructed by our
approach (solid line).
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9.4 Results with more complex boundary conditions
Ogata and Banks (1961) presented the solution for a semi-infinite domain. A solution is also
available with the top boundary condition of concentration C=0 at x=L, a full analytical
expression is presented in Mohsen and Baluch (1983) (see below) but they also reproduced a
simplified formation as given by Bastian and Lapidus (1956):

Park and Zhan (2001) also provide useful analytical solutions diffusion in various systems with
different boundary conditions. Kumar et al. (2010) studied the analytical solution for more
complex systems in which diffusion coefficient is not constant in the system. These solutions and
more are available in the Matlab library. Numerical approaches also can be used to generate
realizations (see Appendix A). More complex systems with multi-component gas mixtures (CO2,
CH4, H2O, N2 and O2) can also be used.
The open system shows CO2 concentration profile different from the closed system (Figure 73).
We assumed that advection velocity is 1.589×10-6 m/s and diffusion coefficient 1.32×10-6 m2/s
when building the plots. The difference is larger close to the open/closed boundary at the top of
the headspace. After 90 days, the concentration profiles are totally different through the entire
wellbore. However near the interface the nature of the boundary does not matter as much if the
headspace is long enough as the profiles overlap significantly (Figure 74). Note that, in this 1D
ADE analysis, we did not consider possible pressure buildup and its effect on the concentration
distribution in the headspace. In closed systems, pressure buildup can affect convection velocity
and diffusion rate. Diffusion coefficients, such as CO2 in air, are proportional to the reciprocal of
pressure (𝐷~1/𝑃) (e.g., Pritchard et al., 1982).
We applied our machine learning approach to both open and closed wells. We assumed a random
noise of strength 10-1 in all cases. Again, our approach was able to reconstruct the concentration
profiles at the two detectors that we have places in the headspace. The locations of detectors
were set to be at L/10 and 9L/10 (Figure 75 and Figure 76). Assuming higher (×10) or lower
(×0.1) velocities changes the vertical profiles (Figure 77 and Figure 78) but not the results of the
algorithm.
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Figure 73. Time evolution of CO2 concentration profiles in closed and open wells and their
comparison. Time increases from blue (t=0) to pink (t=92.6 days) (headspace length = 20 m;
time interval between lines is 9.2593 days).

Figure 74. Time evolution of CO2 concentration profiles in closed and open wells and their
comparison. Time increases from blue (t=0) to pink (t=92.6 days) (headspace length = 10 m;
time interval between lines is 9.2593 days).
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Figure 75. Comparison between concentration profiles generated from our approach (solid lines)
at the two sensors and synthetic observations with 10-1 Gaussian noise (markers) for open and
closed systems with similar conditions (headspace length = 20m).

Figure 76. Comparison between concentration profiles generated from our approach (solid lines)
at the two sensors and synthetic observations with 10-1 Gaussian noise (markers) for open and
closed systems with similar conditions (headspace length = 10m).
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Figure 77. Time evolution of CO2 concentration profiles in closed and open wells and their
comparison. Time increases from blue (t=0) to pink (t=92.6 days) (headspace length = 20 m;
time interval between lines is 9.2593 days). Velocity ×10.

Figure 78. Time evolution of CO2 concentration profiles in closed and open wells and their
comparison. Time increases from blue (t=0) to pink (t=92.6 days) (headspace length = 20 m;
time interval between lines is 9.2593 days). Velocity ×0.1.
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